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Institute Postpones 200 1 Decision
2001 Decision Student Leaders Support Move
Contingent
'Io Delay Freshmen On Campus
Do~
~.
On 1"AVteio
I I I fI

By Dana levine
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

MIT's current residence system
has been granted a stay of execution. On Wednesday, Chancellor
Lawrence S. Bacow '72 announced
'that MIT had been
forced to push the
deadline for moving
'all freshmen to campus
from 2001 to 2002.
An appeal filed last'
_
week by a consulting firm located
directly adjacent to the site of the
new dorm delayed the special permit required to begin construction.
The appeal process could take
months, and the new undergraduate
dormitory will not be completed on
time.
"We were determined to build
the dorm for 2001, but this just
makes it impossible," said Dean for
Undergraduate Education Rosalind
H. Williams.
While the dorm might be ready
in the middle of the 2001-2002
academic year, Williams said that'
"it's bot practical to move people
Decision, Page 17

By Dana levine

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

The fallout
from President
Vest's 2001 decision prompted students to debate, dispute, and eventually dismantle many of the housing
proposals which emerged over the
next 18 months.
With the new dorm
and thus the 2001 decision pushed to 2002,
many student leaders
have praised the administration for taking a
pragmatic approach to
the situation.
"I think that the Chancellor and
the 'senior administration made the
correct decision. We will have one .
more year to adapt, try things out,
and get ready for the new residence
system," said Undergraduate Association
President
Matthew
L.
McGann '00.
. Damien Brosnan '01, president
of the Interfraterni
.Council, sees
the delay as a boon to the Greek
community.
.
"I think that this will give some
houses that might be in financial
danger time to act accordingly.
More time could potentially mean
less houses that are at financial
risk,': he said.

Brosnan described the delay as
allowing "more time for people to
continue what they are doing. We're
just going to continue further." He
mentioned an IFC-sponsored spring
rush, which will occur for the first
time this year and should become a
integral part of the IFC's recruitment program.
Dormitory
Council President
Jennifer A. Frank '00 said that she
was "happy to see that of all the
options that they were considering,
. this is the best. It eliminates the
overcrowding, and it's going to give
us more time to get the dorms interacting on better terms with the
FSILGs."
_ Frank noted that the delay would
give FSILGs three rushes in which
to boost their numbers rather than
just two. "Honestly -it's nice to be
able to have the experience with
what is and going to work," she
said.
Frank believes that the delay will
allow students and administrators to
develop contingency plans in cas~
of future problems with the new residence or rush system.
John S. Hollywood G, chair of
the Strategic Advisory Comm~ttee
¥

COURTESY STEVEN HOLL ARCHITECTS

Construction of the planned Vassar St. dormitory,
housing all freshmen on campus, has been delayed.

a necessity

for
.

Key Players in the 2002 Decision

Charles Vest

Lawrence Bacow

In the fall of 1998,
MIT President
Charles M. Vest
announced his decision to require all
freshmen to live on
campus beginning in

As Chancellor,
Lawrence S. Bacow
'72 has spearheaded the process of
redesigning MIT's
residence system in
the wake of Vest's
decision.

John Donovan
Founder of Cambridge Executive
Enterprises, Donovan filed an appeal
to the new dorm's
IPOP 'permit, delaying construction
"indefinitely.

2001.
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Campus Police. Nab
Dorm Theft Suspect
By Naveen Sunkavally
NEWS DIRECTOR

Campus Police have arrested a
suspect in 'connection to the recent
rash of larcenies on the west side of
campus.
Maurice Samuels, of 67 Marlboro
.Street in Chelsea, MA, was arrested
- for trespassing shortly after 2 a.m. on
March 1, after residents of MacGregor's'D-Entry
reported suspicious
activity to the Campus Police.
"We have every reason to believe
that this person is the suspect ... He
bears a strong resemblance to the
composite": drawing on bulletins distributed across campus, said Sergeant
Mary Beth Riley.
Suspect has criminal record
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Prompted by preservation cemcems, Alexander Calder's model for the Great Sail was recently
removed from the front of Building ~ and placed on display inside the Media Lab.
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explore
black
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The suspect is "well-known
throughout the greater Boston metropolitan area" as a criminal, said
Sergeant Cheryl N. Dejong Vossmer.
The suspect gave a false name
upon questioning, and it appeared
that he "had in possession items that
did not belong to him," Vossmer
said. Neither "his actions nor his

A homosexual MIT student
received hate e-mail sent from,
another student. The investigation will proceed, inside MIT
jurisdiction.
Page 16

behavior appeared to be that of a student."
Vossmer cautioned, however, that
more than one person could be
responsible for the recent incidents.
In some of the larcenies, victims
gave descriptions of several suspects.
In addition, Riley said that Samuels is
not suspected in the McCormick
assault last week. The investigation
into that incident is still ongoing.
"We don't want people to let
down their guard," Vossmer said. She
encouraged students to keep their
doors locked when they away from
their rooms. In many of the recent
larcenies, small electronics have been
stolen; for instance, a laptop was
stolen from a resident's
room at
Baker House.
Arrest follows rash of crimes
Samuels' arrest follows a string of
larcenies on the west side of campus.
Six larcenies were reported from
Baker, Burton-Conner
House, and
MacGregor House rooms between
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President Clinton, hoping to jump-start two initiatives stalled in
Congress, Thursday used national news broadcasts and other venues
to portray lawmakers as badly out of touch with the public's desire
for gun control and a "patients' bill of rights."
In almost hour-by-hour events and interviews in the White House,
the president cited the nation's latest school-shooting tragedy in calling on Congress to pass his legislative package on firearms. It would
require trigger locks on new guns, background checks on buyers at
gun shows and new research into so-called 'safe gun technology."
Meanwhile, the president shared a stage with several legislators
and called for enhancing the power of patients in managed care organizations, including the right to sue HMOs over coverage decisions.
The day's activities underscored the strengths and weaknesses of
a Democratic president who faces a Republican-controlled Congress
in his final year in office. Many GOP leaders, hoping to retake the
White House in this fall's elections, have little interest in moving
Clinton's legislative priorities, including the guns and patients' proposals.
.

Crack Honse Resident Charged
hi Connection to School Shooting
THE WASHINGTON

POST
MOUNT MORRIS

TOWNSHIP.

MICH,

Authorities Thursday charged a resident of a notorious crack
house here with involuntary manslaughter for allowing a stolen pistol
to fall into the hands of a 6-year-old boy who used it to kill his firstgrade classmate on Tuesday.
The boy, who officials said had lived in a "chaotic" atmosphere
among drug users and did not even have a bed, is the youngest
schoolhouse shooter yet in a wave of such tragedies across the nation.
Prosecutors said they do not plan to charge the boy, because he is
too young to have had any criminal intent. That means the resident of
the drug house, Jamelle Andrew James, 19, may be the only person
charged in the slaying of 6-year-old Kayla Rolland, who died of a
single bullet wound at the Theo']. Buell Elementary School.
James, who police said kept the .32 caliber semi-automatic handgun under a blanket in his bedroom, pleaded not guilty at his arraignment in Municipal District Court here and was held in lieu of
$100,000 bail. The charge carries a maximum sentence of 15 years.

Oil Producers Repeat Plans
For Production Increase
THE WASHiNGTON

c et eads Homeward;
opean Trials Unlikely

hes C ngre

By Bill Glauber
THE BALTIMORE

beyond question, the principle that
those who commit.human
rights
abuses in one country
cannot
assume that they are safe elsewhere.
That will be the lasting legacy of
this case."
But the Home Secretary, a former left-wing
student
leader,
acknowledged "'the practical consequences of refusing to extradite
Senator Pinochet to Spain is that he
will probably not be tried anywhere."
"Ultimately, I was driven to the
conclusion that a trial of the charges
against Senator Pinochet, however
desirable, was simply no longer possible," Straw told Britain's House of
Commons in a statement that was
greeted with cries of "shame" and
"disgrace" from some members of
his own Labor party.
After Straw's ruling, British
prosecutors declined to take up the
case and no appeals were filed.
Thus, Pinochet's failing health
trumped the legal arguments. Last
October, eight days after Pinochet
was excused from appearing before
a local magistrate, Chile formally
asked for the general's release on,
health grounds.
A four-member medical panel"
examined Pinochet in January, and

SUN

to DO

Former Chilean dictator Augusto
Pinochet headed home Thursday a
free yet broken man after British
Home Secretary Jack Straw blocked
his extradition and ended a contentious 16-month saga that overturned legal conventions, hampered
diplomacy, and divided world opinion.
Pinochet, 84, who suffered several strokes last fall, took off in a
medically-equipped
Chilean plane
from a British air force base hours
after Straw said the former dictator
was medically unfit to stand trial on
human rights charges.
Straw thus put a final refusal to
unprecedented extradition requests
from Spain, Belgium, France and
Switzerland, which sought to try
• Pinochet for crimes committed during his bloody, 17-year rule that
began when he seized power in a
1973 coup that toppled an elected
Marxist president.
Straw declared that the Pinochet
case had helped to firmly establish
that human rights abuses of the sort
attributed to Pinochet's regime may
be tried anywhere in the world.
He said the case "established,

Palestinian Terrorists' Attack
Thwarted by Israeli Officials
By Tracy Wilkinson
LOS ANGELES

Thursday'S
violence came as
crucial final-stage
negotiations
between Israel and, the Palestinians
have collapsed, with mutual blame
replacing
the goodwill of a few
months ago. It also followed by one
day a vote in Israel's parliament that
exposed the political
frailty of
Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak
as he tries to pursue peace with the
Palestinians and Syria.
Israeli security officials said the
suspects killed in Taibeh were from
the Palestinian-controlled
Gaza
Strip and were operatives of the militant Islamic Hamas organization,
which opposes peace with Israel.
Israeli television reported that the
gang planned four bombings in of
major Israeli cities.
While Israeli and Palestinian
leaderships condemned the alleged

TIMES
JERUSALEM

POST

Three powerful oil producing nations Saudi Arabia, Venezuela
and Mexico - met in London Thursday and reiterated plans to boost
production later this year but did not say how much or when.
A year ago, the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
and other major oil producers agreed to cut production following an
agreement by the same three nations. The result has been a strong
recovery in oil prices from near $10 a barrel to more than $30 a barrel.
Light sweet crude for April delivery closed Thursday at $31.63 a
barrel, down 8 cents, on the New York Mercantile Exchange.
Together Saudi Arabia, Venezuela and Mexico - which is not a
member of OPEC - account for about a fifth of the world's oil output. The three nations are also the top suppliers to the United States,
which has been calling on its allies in the Gulf states and elsewhere to
increase production to stabilize prices.
Venezuela's minister of energy and mines, Ali Rodriguez, said
Thursday that the three countries have agreed to that much.

based on its report, Straw said he
was inclined to block the extradition. H~ gave interested parties and
governments time to carry on their
case in the British courts. The countries seeking Pinochet's extradition
lodged opinions from their doctors
questioning
the report's conclusions.
In a letter, drafted by a government official and sent to the Spanish
ambassador in Britain, Straw's reasons were detailed for refusing to
order Pinochet's extradition. Other
letters were sent to ambassadors from
France, Switzerland and Belgium.
The letter to the Spanish ambassador said the British medical team
concluded that Pinochet "would not
at present be mentally capable of
meaningful participation in a trial,"
and said "the disabilities identified '(
in the medical report are due to
widespread brain damage."
The letter said "Pinochet would
be unable to follow the process of a
trial sufficiently to instruct counsel.
He would have difficulty in understanding the content and implications
of questions put to him and would
have inadequate insight into this difficulty. He would have difficulty in
making himself understood in replying to questions."

In a daylong drama punctuated
by shootouts and bomb blasts, Israeli
commandos lay siege- Thursday to a
cell of suspected Palestinian extremists, killing as many as four of them
and foiling what officials said would
have been a major terrorist attack.
One Palestinian was captured
and an Israeli police officer lost a
foot in the siege in the Israeli Arab
town of Taibeh, north of Tel Aviv.
Had the alleged terrorist attack
been carried out, it would have
become, the latest bombing
or
attempted bombing to target Israelis
in recent weeks, according to Israeli
officials, amid what Palestinians
warn is mounting anger and volatility over a stalled peace process.

Hamas plot, there were warnings
from both sides of the likelihood of
more violence.
Taibeh is inside Israel but just
west of the West Bank. It is part of a
region sprinkled with Arab villages
and towns, and not far from the
handful of Israeli cities that have
been targeted in recent bombings,
such as N etanya and Hadera.'
Dozens of Israelis were injured in
those incidents but none killed.
Israeli Arabs said they feared
that Thursday's
incident will be
used once again by the "Israeli right
to question their loyalty. A bombing
last year in the Israeli city of
Tiberias, less than 24 hours after
Barak's.first peace agreement with
the Palestinians, led to speculation
that Hamas was making inroads in
the Israeli Arab community.
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Not Quite Spring Yet
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Bill Ramstrom
STAFF METEOROLOGIST

The weather over the next few days will feature plenty of clouds and occasional rain and snow showers as a stubborn low pressure system sits, stationary,
off the coast of Nova Scotia. Winds today will be fairly strong from the northwest. Saturday will be warmer, as temperatures approach 50°F (I DOC). More
rain or snow showers are possible on Saturday night, and Sunday will continue
to be seasonably mostly cloudy.
Contrary to the impression left by last week's warm weather, March in
Boston features an average average snowfall of S", so don't be fooled into thinking winter is over just yet. In March, 1993, 38.9" of snow fell in Boston, while
the heaviest 24 hour snowfall was 25 A" on April Fool' s Day, 1997. Instead of a
change to fully spring like weather, more likely is a pattern of warm weather for
a few days, then a switch to cooler for several more days.
Long range forecasts are showing at least a brief return to cooler weather by
the end of next week.
Today: Mostly cloudy, windy with a chance of snow flurries. High 40°F (4°C)
Tonight: Cloudy with a few flurries. Low near 30°F (-1°C).
Saturday: Some sun. Warmer with a high near 50°F (IO°C).
Saturday
ight: Rain or snow showers towards morning. Low 35°F (2°C).
Sunday: Some sun, but chance of a rain shower. High 48°F (9°C).
Monday: Sunny and warmer. High 53°F (l2°C).
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Major Democratic Fund~Raiser
Convicted on Five Felony Counts
By Robert L Jackson
LOS A GELES TIMES
WA

HINGTO

A Los Angeles immigration consultant was convicted Thursday on
five felony counts stemming from
her role in a Buddhist temple fundraising event attended by Vice President Al Gore, handing Justice
Department attorneys a major victory in their pro ecution of 1996
Democratic fund-raising abuses.
Maria Hsia's conviction
on
charges that she caused false reports
to be filed with federal election officials - coming as prosecutors near
the end of a three-year effort arises from a fund-raiser that netted
more than $100,000 for the ClintonGore reelection drive.
A ~ederal court jury rejected

arguments that Hsia's channeling of
political donations from alleged
"straw parties" - persons later
reimbursed largely from foreign
funds - did not cause Democratic
officials to file false donor lists with
the Federal Election Commission.
The jury deliberated less than two
days.
Although the trial produced no
evidence of wrongdoing or knowledge of the scheme on Gore's part,
the verdict is an embarrassment for
the vice president.
It raises the
specter of past Democratic campaign abuses as Gore seeks to persuade voters that he has the character and good judgment
to be
president.
Prosecutors put 27 witnesses on
the stand over a three-week period

to convince jurors that Hsia knew
about the scheme and that her handling of donor checks represented
criminal conduct leading to the false
filings. Hsia did not testify on her
own behalf or call any defense witnesses.
Her defense lawyers claimed
there was no evidence that she knew
about bogus donor checks worth
$55,000 inside a sealed envelope
that she gave convicted Democratic
fund-raiser John Huang a day after
Gore attended a luncheon at the Hsi
Lai Temple in Los Angeles.
On Thursday, as he campaigned
in New York, Gore told reporters
after the verdict that he sympathized
with Hsia because "she's been a
friend and a political supporter" for
many years.

Gore Targets McCain Supporters
thinking Republicans
and invite
THE WASHINGTON POST
them to come along with us and join,
NEW YORK
this- crusade," he said, parroting one
At this stage of the Democratic
of the Arizona senator's signature
, presidential contest, Vice President
phrases.
AI Gore has his lines down pat.
The following night, in a nationRevolutionary improvement in our
ally-televised
debate, Gore went
schools. Keep the prosperity going.
directly 'at McCain's supporters,
Expand the circle of dignity.
. praising the renegade Republican
So it caught listeners off guard
for taking on Christian conservative
leaders such as Pat Robertson and
the other night When Gore rolled out
Jerry Falwell.
a bit of fresh material that seemed to
"I thought that Senator McCain's
have its rhetorical roots in Republican John: McCain's "Straight Talk , speech made a very powerful point,
and I agree with him on a lot-of tne
Express."
points that he made," the vice presiIn a celebratory call to Washingdent said. "I agree with him in his
ton state supporters Tuesday night,
advocacy
of campaign
finance
Gore began inching away from his
reform. I agree with him in taking
constituency-based
politics of the
on 'Big Tobacco" and the special
primaries and tiptoed closer to a
interests. "
general election pitch.
"Let's reach out to all Democrats
A week ago, Democrats worried
and independents and independentabout a Gore-McCain
match-up,
By Cecl Connolly

saying the Arizona senator's promotion of campaign finance reform and
-tougher anti-smoking
legislation'
would neutralize two issues at the
center of the Democratic agenda.
And they feared that with each pri,mary win, McCain would raise
more money.
But with his recent strategic miscues and primary losses in Virginia,
North Dakota and Washington, the
Gore camp is less worried. "Over
the next two weeks, McCain may do
well onthe popular vote but George
Bush win have a substantial lead in
delegates," said one Gore official. '
Gore aides say it is still too early
to draft a blueprint for the fall, but'
as the vice president has indicated in ,
recent days, as the likely Democratic nominee, he is eager to catch the
wave that deiivered McCain three
early victories.

, THE TECH
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u.s. Releases

First Official Tally
Of Internet Retail Sales

LOS ANGELES TIMES
WASHINGTO

In the government's first official measure of a key sector in the
new economy, the Commerce Department said Thursday that consumers spent $5.3 billion buying computers, apparel and other retail
goods over the Internet in the fourth quarter of 1999.
. For an industry that began to blossom only six years ago, the new
government benchmark represents a watershed.
"The old pigeonholes we use for retail sales don't work for cybershopping," Commerce Secretary Bill Daley said in unveiling the
number at a Washington news conference. "E-tailing has come of
age."
However, some private studies from firms such as Forrester
Research of Cambridge, Mass., have placed Internet retail sales as
high as $10 billion in the fourth quarter, or nearly double the government's estimate.
The government e-commerce figures represent 0.6 percent of the
$812.2 billion in total retail sales and is more conservative than private estimates, said Daley, in part because it excludes big Internet
sales categories which the Commerce Department measures separately.

Land Mine Danger Compounds
Risk to Mozambique Rescue Effort
LOS ANGELES TIMES
MAPlITO. MOZAMBIQUE

Hundreds of U.S. soldiers expected to join rescue efforts here as
early as this weekend will have deadly obstacles other than the
weather to overcome, according to land mine experts in this devastated southern African country.
Mozambique is one of the most heavily mined places on Earth,
the legacy of a lengthy civil war.in the 1980s and early 1990s. The
rain and floods of the past month have submerged thousands of the
deadly devices in the worst-hit Gaza province, where the Limpopo.
and Save rivers have spilled across vast stretches of land.
Although there have been no reported explosions, mine clearance
officials say it is highly likely that mines have been inadvertently detonated by the hundreds of thousands of fleeing refugees and by the
sheer force of the driving flood waters.
Moreover, hundreds of the buried weapons are believed to have
been swept from positions that humanitarian groups had painstakingly plotted on maps over the last few years. Portions of the flood plain
considered safe only a month ago are now potential death traps.
"It is really dangerous right now because our maps are not accurate anymore," said Nicolas Blais, mine coordinator for Handicap
International, one of half a dozen organizations that clear mines in
Mozambique.
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By Eric J. Plosky
OPINION

EDITOR

Neither Bill Bradley nor John McCain would be acceptable in
the White House; I endorse neither's presidential candidacy.
Bradley is a mild-mannered visionary - a person of fine character and good ideas, but someone not in step
with times that demand centrist incrementalism, not sweeping expostulation. As a recent
colwnnist noted, he would make a fine university head, but lacks the
temperament to be president. Bradley could never get Congress to go
along with his grand health-care or gun-control proposals; he is
refreshingly ambitious, but no amount ofleadership, unfortunately, can
today enact ambition on grand scale.
AI Gore should instead receive the Democratic nomination for
president. Gore isn't perfect, and his missteps since 1992 have been
often recounted. But his proposals - for health care, gun control,
spending the budget surplus - stand a chance in Congress. Gore is
a pragmatic centrist, and has learned both from his own mistakes
and from the many blunders of the Clinton administration. His
incremental approach would make him a far more effective president than Bill Bradley.
.
John McCain does not deserve serious consideration as a presidential candidate. To be sure, it is easy to understand the media's

Dissent

fascination with McCain - his zeal for campaign finance reform,
relatively down-to-earth debt-reduction plan, and 'condemnation of
extremist Christian zealot-leaders are all to be applauded.
But McCain is nonetheless a reactionary whose views are far
from center. No less a fringe figure than Gary Bauer, the religious
conservative -slash failed presidential nominee, outlined the issues
on which McCain "has stood firm." ill his Feb. 29 New York Times
column, Bauer unwittingly fingered McCain's faults - he is antichoice, anti-gay rights, big on defense spending, and averse to
appointing liberal or even moderate judges. Yes, McCain survived
more than five years as a prisoner of war in Vietnam - but in
2000, he still calls his captors "gooks." He is an anti-environmentalist, a "proud Reagan conservative." Surely we deserve better.
The trouble is, McCain's GOP rivals, George W. Bush and
Alan Keyes (if Keyes, the single-digit poller, even counts) are even
worse. Bush, whose reckless tax-cut-plan means to outdo even Rea-v
gan's, makes no bones about courting extreme right-wingers and
bigots. He is uninterested in expanding health care or gun control;
his "compassionate
conservatism" includes the barbaric death
penalty and a harsh "crackdown'
approach to crime. Keyes, sirn.ply, is a shrill hatemonger.
I cannot, therefore, recommend any candidate to receive the
Republican nomination for president. .

A Step In the Right Direction
The administration has finally put down its sword and given
up tilting at the freshmen-on-campus-in-2001
windmill. To them,
we say: congratulations.
With plans for the new undergraduate residence indefinitely tied
up in court, MIT, with surprising
pragmatism, decided to grant FSlLGs a reprieve - come the fall of
2001, they will still be allowed to rush freshmen.
This means that as the Institute settles in for what is certain to be
a lengthy legal battle, undergraduates and graduate students alike can
breathe a little easier. Administrators could have stuck to their guns
and cleared Tang Hall for over-capacity freshmen occupancy: But, in

Editorial

a rare display of sense, MIT backed down and abandoned the plan to
house the entire Class of 2005 on campus.
.
However, the administration has yet to take full responsibility
for this debacle. Cambridge Executive Enterprises, which filed the
appeal now in the path of the new dorm, is not to blame. Their concerns are valid and they are perfectly entitled to pursue the legal
options open to them. This mess is MIT's fault. The Institute should
have paid more attention to the concerns of local businesses and to
the permit process when designing its new dorm.
ill any case, The Tech hopes the administration will continue
to acknowledge that the housing problem is best served by careful
planning, not the enforcement of arbitrary deadlines.

Letter To The Editor
Athletics Fund Bump
Not a 'Fee'
The important messages in The Tech's article about athletics funding ["MIT Tacks Athletics Fee to Tuition," Feb. 29,2000] are correct. The athletics card will be discontinued
for students (alums, faculty, and staff will

continue to be able to purchase a card), and
athletics funding is being increased substantially.
.
That increase should not be described as
an athletics fee, however. All of the department's funding comes from Institute general
operating funds, which are supported in part
by tuition. The increased funding for the
department is being made available as part of

the Institute's general operating budget.
There is no separate fee either on top of or
embedded within tuition. There is, however,
an institutional commitment to direct more
resources towards athletics programs, which
need that support and which are so valued by
MIT students.
Rosalind Williams
Dean for Undergraduate Education
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Gore a Better Choice; No to GOP
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EDITORS

Editorial

ill the Republican race, McCain boasts a conservative record
which should satisfy GOP voters but holds his conscience above all
else, and he is unafraid to break with his party on key issues. John
McCain has put campaign finance reform on the political map. He
has also refused to join the calls for a tax boondoggle, instead choosing to focus on debt reduction - an economic policy which will
lower interest rates, thus yielding many more benefits for students
with loans than Texas Gov. George W. Bush's tax. cut for the rich.
The Republican race has gone beyond the debate over issues
and has become a battle for the soul of the party. We admire John
McCain's courage for attacking the evangelical Christians who currently control the Republican Party and attempting to build an inclusive coalition. Bush has instead chosen to flirt with extremists, visitirig the anti-Catholic den of hate known as Bob Jones University.
Additionally, Pat Robertson, one of Bush's attack dogs, has attacked
the highly respected former Sen. Warren Rudman, a McCain confidant, as a ''vicious bigot," raising worries of anti-Semitism, as Rudman is Jewish. While we do not accuse Bush of bigotry, we are
deeply disturbed that he has been slow to respond to religious
attacks by his surrogates, and his apology for visiting Bob Jones
without condemning its policies is belated and insincere. Bush
should not be surprised when Catholic and Jewish voters, who are
key constituencies in many of the upcoming March 7 primary states,
view McCain as a man of tolerance and Bush as the KKKandidate.
Above all else, we urge students who are registered to vote to
cast ballots on March 7: Participation by students in the electoral
process is the only way to make candidates pay attention to our
issues and concerns.
.
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OPINION

Both Democrats and Republicans have been treated to lively
presidential primary conte ts thi year. On each ide a fre h, independent maverick has challenged the party's tatus quo and driven
that party's debate with bold ideas
and proposals. Both. former Sen. Bill
Bradle and en. John
cCain
have defined the 2000 presidential race and presented ideas superior to those oftheir competitors, and The Tech is pleased to endorse
Bradley for the Democratic nomination for president and McCain
for the Republican nomination. We urge students to vote for one of
these candidates in the Massachusetts primary on Tuesday.
All of the major ideas in the Democratic debate - health care,
gun control, race relations - are prominent because Bill Bradley
chose to talk: about them. Bradley's proposals are honest and bold
- a refreshing alternative to the incremental policies outlined by
Vice President Albert Gore. Bradley's plan to extend health care to
millions of uninsured Americans was judged superior to Gore's
health care proposals by the independent Consumers Union, Bradley
is also the only candidate with the pluck to take on the National
Rifle Association by calling for the registration of all handguns.
Throughout the campaign, Gore has been deceptive and deceitful. He has chosen to attack Bradley's proposals rather than discuss
his own record, dancing around his changes of heart on abortion and
gun control. And Democrats should remember that Al Gore - who
claimed there was "no controlling legal authority" regarding
fimdraising phone calls made from a government building - was
the central figure in the 1996 fundraising scandal and is perhaps as
ethically challenged as his boss.

paper

by Cltar/es

River Publishing.

Opinion Policy
Editorials are the official opinion of The Tech. They are written
by the editorial board, which consists of the chairman, editor in
chief, managing editor, news editors, and opinion editors.
Dissents are the opinions of the signed members of the editorial
board choosing to publish their disagreement with the editorial.
Columns and editorial cartoons are written by individuals and
represent the opinion of the author, not necessarily that .of the newspaper.
Letters to the editor are welcome. Electronic submissions are
encouraged and may be sent to letters@the-tech.mit.edu.
Hard
copy submissions may be addressed to The Tech, P.O. Box 397029,
Cambridge, Mass. 02139-7029, or sent by interdepartmental mail to
Room W20-483. All submissions are due by 4:30 p.m. two days
before the date of publication.

Letters and cartoons must bear the authors' signatures, addresses, and phone numbers. Unsigned letters will not be accepted. No let- .
ter or cartoon will be printed anonymously without the express prior
approval of The Tech. The Tech reserves the right to edit or condense
letters; shorter letters will be given higher priority. Once submitted,
all letters become property of The Tech; and will not be returned. The
Tech makes no commitment to publish all the letters received.

To Reach Us
The Tech's telephone number is (617) 253-1541. E-mail is the
easiest way to reach any member of 9ur staff. If you are unsure who
to contact, send mail to general@the-tech.mit.edu,
and it will be
directed to the appropriate person. The Tech can be found on the
World-Wide Web at http://the-tech.mit.edu.
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Our Cyborg Future
Kris Schnee
"I. A robot must never harm a human or
allow one to be harmed through inaction.
2. A robot must obey any command given
by a human, unless this violates Rule 1.
3. A robot must protect itself from harm,
unless this violates Rule 1 or 2."
Asimov's Laws of Robotics

Bicentennial Man (great film, awful ending),

is a certain man whose brain is linked directly
the robot Andrew is bound by Asimov's
to a computer with a video camera. This man
Laws, requiring him to protect and serve
was blind, but now he sees - a little.
humans. These laws are a simple, obvious,
Artificial limbs, while still crude, are startand foolish way to deal with robots: besides
ing to detect electrical signals of the wearer's
assuming that future robots would automatimuscles and respond to them; soon they could
cally exploit and attack people unless probe linked directly to nerves and controlled,
grammed not to, they would make slaves of
even felt, like the real thing. Professor Kevin
intelligent beings. Having achieved freedom
Warwick in England is trying to record and
in the Western world for all types of humans,
control the motions of his arm using an
it would be hypocritical of us to deny equal . implanted chip. So it's plausible that in ten or
twenty years, a person might have a heart,
rights to anyone capable of asking for them.
eyes, ears, arms, and legs all made of machinThe possibility of the "machine rights"
issue coming up someday is another good reaery. While implanted memory chips or math
son why we need to clarify our understanding
coprocessors
for the brain are farfetched,
and definition
of
intelligence.
Long
before we have to
deal with computers
obviously equal to us,
there will be - in
fact, there already are
- partially intelligent
systems. There is a
famous
computer
psychiatrist-simulator
which does little more
than
repeat
back
whatever
. the
"patient"
types, yet
people have been willing to tell it their probwearable computing can accomplish the same
lems as if it were a real person.
things without surgery.
There are games featuring little AI "creaPartially-mechanized,
permanently-online
tures" that walk, talk, and even learn, using a
people are more likely to run the world than a
simple neural net program. Imagine multiplyrace of totally artificial, machine intelligences.
ing the power of these intelligence simulations
Rich, techno-savvy "cyborgs" will have the
by, say, 64 (nine years away, by Moore's estiedge over ordinary people. What countries
mate) or 1024 (in fifteen years); at what point
have the money to buy cybernetic gear? What
does a simulation of a thinking being actually
countries, then, will have a large technological
become a thinking being? An improved, clariadvantage over everyone else? A lot of people
fied intelligence test would help us to answer
are going to be further marginalized by the
the question of what we mean by "artificial
advancing technology, and there may not be
intelligence."
much we can do about it.
The scenario of machines gradually taking
Of course, robotics is only one piece of a
over more and more mental tasks from
larger puzzle; biotechnology will also play a
humans until the human race is completely
large role in designing our descendants. But
useless does not seem likely; instead, humans
the advances of computer technology alone
will be combined with machines. Does this
are enough to make life complicated
for
seem farfetched? Already some people have
everyone; the philosophers won't be out of
cochlear .implants, or artificial ears, and there
business any time soon.

Moore's Law, predicting the exponential
growth of computing power, has been inexLike a firing squad, four plain clothes
orable for decades now. By 20 I 9, claims
New York City police officers gunned down
author Ray Kurtzweil, "a $1,000 computer
the unarmed and innocent Amadou Diallo
will at least match the processing power of the
with 41 bullets at the front entrance of his
human brain." Equipped with mechanical
apartment building'. "Self defense" was their
bodies (so the predictions go), the computers
excuse; the wallet he allegedly pulled from
of the near future will become true "robots"
his pocket looked like a gun, or so they say.
with superhuman intelligence and no emoNow a jury has bought the claim of "self
tions, and will threaten to replace humans
defense" despite medical testimony that sevaltogether. There may be no escaping this
eral of Diallo's wounds resulted from being
fate.
shot on the ground. These wounds included
Reality .check: we're nowhere near that
one bullet that went in his right foot and up
point. The most powerful neural nets are still
his right leg to the knee, and another that
far dumber than the average monkey, and
went through his left toe and grazed up his
modem robots have trouble finding their way
left leg.
across a room,. let alone overthrowing humanIn Providence, Rhode Island, police officer
ity. There's no need to panic just yet.
Cornel Young Jr. was slain by fellow officers
Still, there is the question of what to
while responding to a violent disturbance.
Again the excuse is "self defense." The killers
expect from advances in robotics and artificial
say they didn't know Young was a cop
intelligence - both in terms of the technolobecause he was in plain clothes. A murder
gy and how it affects society - and how we
charge has been filed, but not against the men
can deal with them. Can we ever build a robot
who shot him - rather, against one of the
equal in mind to a human? A robot with
suspects in the brawl who complied with
human intelligence, and true self-awareness?
police orders to drop his weapon and didn't
Soine people would say that it's a question
best left to philosophers,
an attitude that
kill anyone.
accomplishes nothing but ensuring philosoAmadou Diallo apparently .was supposed
phers' continued employment. Instead look at
, to know that four white men in plain clothes
the facts: it's possible for nature to builda
jumping out of an unmarked car, drawing
weapons and yelling at him in a language
device out of living cells that has human intelthat's not his native tongue; are police offiligence; we know in general how neurons
work, and we can imitate neural networks
cers, not robbers or nutcases. Furthermore, he
was not supposed to panic, but instead he was
with siiicon chips which get better every year.
to do exactly as instructed. If he did pull his
Isn't it possible, then, that imitating nature
wallet out, it seems entirely possible he
will let us build intelligent machines? We'll
thought he was being robbed. That misundersee soon enough.
standing was fatal. So if we have intelligent robots someday,
Those who killed Cornel Young Jr., on the
how will we treat them? In the recent movie
other hand, also did not recognize an officer in
plain clothes. Instead of getting killed for that
mistake like Diallo, they were allowed to
shoot and kill ¥ oung, and to go free. We have
two cases of a terrible "mistake," and in both"
cases it's an innocent black man who lies
attempting a number of options, including but
I think he knows his imprisoners better than
Guest Column
dead, and whiteshooters who walk away. Are
not limited to trying to charm the girl at Harthey know themselves. He knows why, racism
William Hafer .
they just isolated incidents?
.
vard Book Store into giving me an extra tickexists. He knows why men who had never met
I believe an honest look at American histoet, I did the natural and respectable thing: I
him could barely contain the urge to see him
ry shows they are not, but rather part of an
To my great regret, my life has thus far
snuck into the auditorium
two hours in
handcuffed, or imprisoned, or dead. He has
ongoing pattern of violence and discrimina- been most un-movie-like, In twenty years, I
advance. I had plenty of time to savor the
pondered the things we give not a second
tion against blacks. Underlying this pattern is
have escaped from zero car chases; my only
injustice of giving out only as many tickets as
thought, and it's made him a wise man.
the racist assumption held by many people
swordplay was with cardboard wrapping
seats in this small auditorium, knowing that
After his speech, I pondered these things
that blacks are more likely to be criminals.
paper tubes and a reluctant younger sister; and
some people with tickets would not show up
too. Why did the policemen want to arrest
There are a number of evils that plague
the number of times I have liaisoned with
and plenty of people, like me, would be very
Rubin? Why were the judges so eager to conlaw enforcement ih this country. They include
treacherous
international
femme fatales
happy to sit on the _floor or stand the whole
vict? And, the parallel I had been feeling
racism, classism, a lack of accountability, and
remains firmly in the single digits. So, naturaltime just to hear Rubin speak.
throughout his speech: Why was that woman
an over-readiness to resort to violence. Some
Iy, I was very' eager to
from Harvard Books so quick to look
take the attitude that since police risk their
meet a man whose life
down on people who wanted to see the
lives on the job, they shouldn't be questioned
had been made into -a
speech without a ticket? I'll bet those
or criticized by civilians. However, many
movie. And not just
corrupt officials never once examined
other people risk their lives on the job, and
any movie, but' an
themselves for the source of their bias,
some jobs are far more dangerous than being
intense and tensionand I doubt it occurred to the Harvard
an officer. For instance, loggers and fishermen
filled drama even by
Books
lady to wonder what it was that
tadsm
have over ten times the, on-the-job fatality rate
today's
cinematic
pissed her off so much about people
as police officers. Should they be above critistandards.
who didn't have tickets.
cism too? A taxi driver is more likely to be
The
man
was
What was it that went through
murdered on the job then a police officer.
Rubin "Hurricane"
those people's minds, while they were
Does this mean that they too should be able to
Carter. The movie is
busy being racist cops or snooty
empty every bullet from a semi-automatic
The Hurricane, and it
administrators? What were you thinkweapon into a passenger who makes a "sudis a quality movie.
ing the last time you got mad at your
den" or "suspicious" move?
But I'm not dis-friend and he or she had no idea why?
I suspect a lot of those people who now
cussing the movie. I'm discussing
Rubin
I was especially warmed to overhear the
Little things like this contain a lot of informasay "let the police do, their job" when quesCarter's life, the speech lie gave at Harvard a
Harvard Books senior representative
say to
tion. Become wise. Increase your happiness
tions about police brutality are raised would
few days ago, and what I have learned from
two different event organizers, "oh, there will
and that of others. Hurricane learned the leschange their tune with some role reversals.
both of these.
,
_ be so many people without tickets who are
son, and he's here to try to explain it to us. He
Imagine if a wealthy white executive was-ridCarter is a black marr. -Whether morally
gonna try to get in, but you don't admit a sindoes a better job than 1.
dled with bullets on his front porch by four
and legally innocent or not, he spent much of
gle one of them." For some reason, this person
William Hafer is a sophomore in the
black plainclothes police officers because he
his early life in jail. Upon release, he became
was walking around with the impression that
Department of Mechanical Engineering.
mistakenly fumbled for his wallet, or if whites
a boxer and soon a contender for the midpeople who were worthy of attending had
were stopped and frisked for no good reason
dleweight title. However, in 1966 he was contickets, and the people without tickets weren't
just as often as blacks, or if dnig raids on the
victed of three murders despite strong evito be worried about because they didn't
Do you think ...
wrong address resulting in property destrucdence proving, his innocence and rampant
deserve to be here anyway.
tion - and, sometimes, innocent lives lost racismin the Judicial process. He spent many
Rubin spoke on a variety of subjects, about
happened just as frequently in wealthy subyears in various jails, before successfully
his life and life in general. I agreed with
urbs as in the inner city.
overturning' his New 'Jersey conviction in a
almost everything he said, so strongly I was
Hopefully, people will realize that the
federal 'trial ..His experiences made him amah
amazed that someone else was saying it ..
unfair treatment of blacks or any other ethnic
from whom many took inspiration, including
When I disagreed, it made it all the better: his
or social group doesn't just hurt people in
myself - which is why I was so eager to see
anger reminded me that I was but a young,
those groups; it hurts everyone. If police
him speak.
stupid boy, and he had spent more time in jail
cracked down equally on all people, as hard as
I saw the movie on a Saturday. Imagine
than' I had on this earth. I had no notepad to
Write a letter to
they do now on black men, maybe fewer psymy luck when I found out the very next day,
write with, and so will only quote him once.
chopaths would be walking our streets. Then
while trying to buy his book (it's no longer
Rubin reminded us of the Biblical instruction,
again, if you'd rather not live in a police state,
being sold in America,' but may return to print
"Know thyself." This is what he said: "We
don't accept treatment for others that you
soon), that he was coming to speak at Harvard
know the workings of our telephones,
our
wouldn't want for yourself. Demand equal
that very week. The next day I learned the
wristwatches,
our microphones,
our televiand fair treatment by the police and the justice
unpleasant part: tickets were required, they
sions, our computers, our lawnmowers, our
system for all.
were being distributed for free by the event
airplanes, our factories, our automobiles, betJohn Reed is a graduate student in the organizer, Harvard Book Store, and the last
ter than we know ourselves."
<lettersOthe-tech.mlt.edu>
Department of Materials Science and Engi- one was taken two weeks ago. However, I
After spending months in solitary confineneering.
wanted to see this guy speak. After halfment, I think Rubin knows himself very well

Asimov~ LAws are a simple, obvious,andfoolish
way to deal with robots:they would make slaves of
intelligent beings.Having achievedfreedom in the
Western worldfor all types of humans, it would be
hypocritical of us to deny equal rights to anyone
capable of askingfor them.

,'A Lesson from Hurricane

Rubin knows himself very well. He knows his
imprisoners better than they know themselves.He knows
why
exists. He knows why men who had never met
him could barely contain the urge to see him handcuffed, or
imprisoned, or dead. He has pondered the things we give
not a second thought, and it~ made him a wise man.

the administration
is always right?
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Date: March 8, 2000
Time: 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Place: Room 4-159

United Technologies Corporation well-known products include
Pratt & Whitney aircraft engines, Otis elevators and escalators,
Carrier heating and air conditioning systems, Sikorsky helicopters,
Hamilton Sundstrand aerospace systems and International Fuel
Cells transportation power systems.
A team of researchers, scientists arid engineers recently used the same
technology

and techniques

that go into the design of new aircraft

engines to help design the hull, keel and san'"or' a racing" boat. ~ 'the'
opportunity to work with personnel from other sponsor companies on
this project broadened the knowledge and experience of our resea rchers
and taught us some valuable lessons that can be applied to futur e
United Technologies products.

Chart a new courle with UTRC.
Beth Lurie
Associate Research Engineer
SC.D. in Fluid Mechanics
S.M. in Aeronautics and Astronautics
S.M. in Ocean Engineering
MIT Class of 1996

"I never thought I'd be developing
instrumentation for an America's Cup yacht
when I first joined this company three years
ago. That's what's great about United
Technologies Research Center. The
company's diverse product line has me
working on active control of helicopter blades
one day and quieter jet engines the next. A
variety of unique programs - like the
America's Cup project - are possible through
United Technologies and the company's
many global business partnerships."

Bob Hobbs
Director of Research Operations
S.B. Physics
Ph.D. Theoretical Physics
MIT Class of ·1964

"With UTC's diversified product line, we
are often able to match our personal
interests with our job responsibilities, as
I have done with physics, yacht racing and
administration.
I apply my knowledge of
physics to company research as well as to
my hobby of sailing. I use management
skills as director of operations and in my
role as chairman of the Olympic Sailing
Committee."
.

o

United
Technologies

An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Visit

UTe

on the Internet at http://www.utc.com
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THE ARTS
STAGE REVIEW

Scratch-N-Mix
The Theory Behind

Black Performance
New York poet Pamela Sneed
reads from her new book,
Imagine Being More Afraid of
Freedom Than Slavery.
By Mich~1

O

'.

,.

,

),

K. Dowe, II

nce again the MIT campus has been
enlightened by the artistic community.
A collection of artists and scholars
met this past weekend for a conference entitled Black Performance Theory: Performativity and Narratives on Race.
Organized by Thomas Defrantz, Assistant
Professor in Music and Theater Arts, the twoday event assembled a group from around the
country to discuss the issues surrounding
. black art. The panelists included social critics,
anthropologists, poets, dancers, and filmmakers, all concerned with this crossroads of race
and art. And of course, you couldn't pull this
many artists together without putting on a
show.
"We gathered to explore black performativity," Defrantz said, referring to the emergence of a theory which questions the connec'tion between performance and racial identity.
"We wanted to articulate how it was manifested, and engage the dissonance and dissidence
it could create."
After participating
in a similar conference at Duke University, Defrantz brought
this event to MIT "to continue the conversation." He stressed the importance of "a dialogue across disciplines and academic settings."
ffhe conference
was divided 'into four
workshops, focusing on music, the spoken
word, film, and dance. The workshops fol10\Ved a roundtable
format, each panelist
addressing the work of his peers while 'ptesenting his own area of expertise.

One topic that often surfaced was the
theme of racial authenticity.
In a society
where hip hop culture has seen a proliferation
_across races, where's the dividing line for
what it means to be black?
Jason King, a playwright, performer, and
doctoral candidate at New York University,
stated "There's a fluidity of available social
definitions of blackness." King emphasized
how race repeatedly becomes a commodity
with "the buying and selling of blackness as
dissipated by the market."
And this being MIT, it's difficult to escape
a somewhat scientific explanation for these
issues. "Race has an ascribed characteristic,"
said anthropologist and filmmaker, John Jackson, Jr. "Racial identity is predicated
by
behavior, not by biology."
The conference took a more entertaining
aspect Friday night for the Scratch-n-Mix
. Performance Jam in Kresge Little Theater.
With the spinning of DJ Aron Qasba '00, the
jam featured
spoken word artists
and
dancers. Several actresses performed monologues from last year's production of For
Colored Girls. Poet/performer Carl Hancock
Rux read from his book, Pagan Operetta
(Fly by Night Press). And Defrantz performed- a selection
from his repertoire
'Monk's Mood, about the life of jazz musician Thelonious Monk.
The conference was a step towards articulating how the "black aesthetic" has evolved.
,
- JAMES CAMP-THE
TECH
These performances and debates explained
MIT Assistant Professor Thomas Defrantz, organizer of last weekend's Black Perforwhy, as Defrantz stated, "black theater has
.a Strived and thrived
in an often hostile Amerimance Theory conference, performs a short (lance routine during Friday's "Scratch-nMix" perfOrmance event.
can landscape."
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India Castle
Authentic Home-Cooked

Taste
By Zarminae Ansari
STAFF

WRITER

928 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge
Tel: 617-864-8100
Fax: 617-864-8116

F

or natives of South Asia, Indian restau. rants in Boston have often been a frustrating disappointment.
Recently,
though, a few restaurants have opened
that serve trademark dishes with a decidedly
authentic home-cooked taste. The latest and
arguably one of the best Indian restaurants jn
the area opened in Cambridge. India Castle is
situated on 928 Massachusetts
Avenue,
between MIT and the school down the street,
a few minutes away from the Cambridge City
Hall.
Partners Raghbir Singh and Chef Mohinder Badwal had been in the restaurant business for many years before embarking on this
venture. The fact that the owners are always
hovering around ensures the kind of quality
that I was surprised to find at this restaurant.
The service when I went was great. Mr.
Singh walked around and made sure things
were running smoothly, while the wait staff
was friendly, alert and efficient, confidently
expounding
on the virtues of one type of
bread over another.
The atmosphere is lively and makes for a
great place to take a date, visiting parents, or
where you can just hang out with a bunch of
friends. The interior is fairly tasteful - neither garish, nor too loud - except for the
awful artificial flowers on every table.
You can tell a lot about an Indian meal
even before you get to the main course. If the
accompaniments have been carefully prepared,
the food usually is, too. The condiments and
chutneys with the appetizers - mint, tamarind
and onion - were delicious. I ended up eating
India Castle, Page 9
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Wonder Boys
Doling Out Lauahs
By Roy Rodenstein
STAFF WRITER

Directed by: Curtis Hanson
Written by: Michael Chabon (novel),
Steven Kloves
Cast: Michael Douglas, Grady Tripp. Tobey
Maguire, James Leer, Frances McDormand,
Sara Gaskell, Robert Downey Jr, Terry Crabtree, Katie Holmes, Hannah Green, Rip Torn,
Quentin Morewood

Michael Douglas (left) as Grady Tripp and Tobey Maguire as James Leer give sparkling performances
film Wonder Boys.

ow do you follow L.A. Confidential, a
taut, Oscar-winning film noir? Director Curtis Hanson chose to next try his
hand at Wonder Boys, a slow-paced
but fruitful comedy.
As the exhausted and thoroughly jaded
writing professor
Grady Tripp, Michael
Douglas puts on an endearing performance
in refreshing contrast with his stock role as a
powerful
and/or glamorous
character.
Tripp's magnum opus was published to great
acclaim by Robert Downey Jr's Terry Crabtree. That was years ago, though, and the
follow-up novel isn't exactly coming along
smoothly. Looking at the several tall stacks
of paper that form Tripp's new novel, student James Leer' (Tobey Maguire) asks in
earnest yet hurtful wonderment,
"Is all of
that single-spaced?"
Wonder Boys concerns the travails Tripp
endures to try to get his life back out of the
quirky clutches of his sleepy Pittsburgh environs. He's too oftendoped
up, he's grown

close to James Leer but has no idea when
James is lying to him or telling the truth; he's
having an affair with his boss's wife, who
announces her pregnancy, and, as if that were
not enough, he must deal with Crabtree, his
eccentric' editor who occasionally
tries to
sneak a peek at Tripp's unfinished novel.
There are no shortage of subplots, such as
ones involving a blind dog who loathes Tripp,
Crabtree's attempts at seducing Leer, a waitress named "Oola" and her boyfriend who
mayor may not be named Vernon, and an
expensive jacket supposedly worn by Marilyn
Monroe on her wedding day.
'
All of these obstacles and subplots are
humorous and at times downright inspired.
The scenes between Tripp and the blind dog,
for example, and later ones involving other
dogs which induce pangs of guilt in him, are
delightful. Katie Holmes, as Hannah Green,
another of Tripp's writing students, delivers
two golden lines which make for absolutely
hilarious Twilight Zone moments, buoyed by
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father in Outside Providence, manages hilariDouglas's crisp reactions. The comic timing,
ous grimaces, jaded sighs of resignation, and
indeed, is delicious throughout the film. Visuflashes of professorial insight. Downey Jr.'s·
al gags, such as a tattered, dirty pink robe
appearances result in nary a dull moment, and
which Tripp seems to wear everywhere he
the chemistry between he and Maguire goes, round out the movie's comic arsenal.
even when Maguire is playing a stoned, sleepThe film is based on Michael Chabon' s
ing version of his character - is splendid. In
novel of the same name, and containssome
the end it's Maguire, who has had a string of
moments of deeper significance as well. The
solid performances in movies such as The Ice
material's wistful feel and depiction of a harStorm and Pleasantville,
who walks away
ried modem lifestyle are spot-on, and it conwith the movie. His James Leer is like a
tains other impressive touches such as the
young Edgar Allan Poe: dark, intriguing' and
completely natural and matter-of-fact treatunpredictable.
ment of the relationship between Crabtree and
These three performances allow Wonder
Leer. Did Crabtree successfully seduce him?
Boys to sail past most rough spots. The preThe film doesn't make any kind of statement
ponderance of flat characters, however, is not
about this and doesn't even try to hint at what
an isolated problem but a symptom .of the
happened. These are not caricatures, and the
script carefully picks what issues it wants to , movie's key shortcoming. As often .happens
in adaptations from novels, the screenplay
focus on and what things are best left neither
tries to pack in as many details from the
obscured nor dwelled upon.
book as possible and in tum shortchanges
To say the characters are not caricatures,
most of them.' The movie's under-two-hour
unfortunately, is not to say they are all develrunning time begins to feel extremely 100ig
oped appropriately. Rip Torn, as successful
toward the end, as new loose ends appear
writer Quentin "Q" Morewood, has a grand
and the viewer is left to wonder each time
total of two lines and even those are shockjust how long it's going to. take to tie them
ingly dull. School Chancellor
Frances
all together.
McDormand
as Tripp's illicit lover Sara
Though the movie is consistently offbeat
gives a charmingly humorous portrayal of a
and endearing feel makes up for much, of the
dissatisfied wife, but her husband is in all of
turbulence, it's still painful to watch it go
two scenes so it's hard to feel either disdain
through these contortions just to vainly cram
or pity for him. As for Holmes, other than
all the plot points in. Wonder Boys generates
those two perfectly deadpan zingers, she is
ample go d will from the audience, however,
given little to work with beyond bland diaand director Hanson is savvy enough to
logue that sounds like it's being read straight
employ its genial atmosphere
as counterout of the novel.
weight to the occasional boredom. The game
On the plus side, the lead roles 'in Douglas,
Maguire, and Downey Jr. are fairly brilliant. ' cast, an ensemble at the top of their collective
game, makes this one largely , joy--to it
Douglas's
per 6rmanc€, while- not quite
through.
matching Alec Baldwin's breakout blue-collar

ALBUMREVI~

Blue Man GrOUP
Audio
made popular by Trey Gunn ofKing C-rimson,
is a ten-stringed guitar/bass that is played with
both hands on the neck by sliding and tapping.
any people reading this review may
This allows one player to-cover both the guitar
have seen Blue Man Group's openand bass parts of a band (very useful for Blue
ended run of performance art at the
Man Group, since they require so many drumCharles Playhouse, and some others
mers) and produces a fabulous distorted and
might be going tonight (since the Source
powerful sound, In performance,
only the
released discounted tickets to tonight's show
Stick is used due to its flexibility. On the
earlier this week). There's a common misconalbum, guitars, zithers, and basses are added
ception that Blue Man Group is a show.about
into the mix. Also present on the album (but
three guys doing amazing and bizarre things
... actually, it's six guys doing amazing and, not in the Boston show) are air poles, which
are waved through the air to produce a rhythbizarre things. Not much credit goes to the
mic "whoosh" sourid.
'
band .that accompanies
the trio in perforSo where does: the- actual music stand,
mance. Blue Man Group's new CD, Audio,
beyond all the interesting instruments? Well,
changes that.
it's occasionally repetitive but for the most
The back of Audio proudly proclaims,
part, it's fabulous. The constant drumming
"This is not a soundtrack.
This is better."
gives most of the tracks a very frantic pace,
Essentially, Audio incorporates a multitude of
and many of the guitar parts have a surprising
instruments developed for the show, some of
surf-rock feel to them. Contrast is established
which have .are used in the performance and
on the album more effectively' than in a the-:
some of which aren't, due to space consideraater; when the guitars suddenly appear in
tions. Still others are used in the show in other
"Drumbone," there's a real in-your-face feelcities, but not in Boston. As for the musical
ing. "TV Song" has the same contrast, and
compositions, some are original, and some are
makes a nice opener for the album. While,
very clearly recognizable
from the. show
"Endless Column" is a very slow and expan(including "TV Song," "Tension 2," "PVC
sive closing track, it seems anticlimactic after
N," and "Opening Mandelbrot").
the masterpiece that is the next-to-last track,
For those of you who haven't seen the
"Klein Mandelbrot," which combines many of
show, Blue Man Group's music is dn.imthe musical styles present throughout
the
based. Verydrum-based.
Almost every track
album to produce an eight-minute epic. "Tenon the album is driven by a steady rhythm.
simi 2" invokes (what else?) some serious tenThese drums range from a standard drum set
sion, "Shadows" is moody and isolating, and
to a gigantic oversized bass drum, and' from
in general, the tracks are just different enough
an aggressively struck cimbalom to the drumbone, a series of pipes that change length to
to keep the listener intrigued.
While Blue Man Group is responsible for
alter the tone of the beating. The most promisome incredibly creative visual pyrotechnics,'
nent instrument in the show is the PVC Instrutheir music is what I find the most exciting.
ment, a xylophone of pipes of varying lengths
This album fulfills its claim as being better
that are struck with foam paddles to produce
than a soundtrack
- it takes the group's
percussive notes. Uniquely, it often serves
both to keep the beat of a piece and to provide
unique form of music and uses the freedom of
recorded media to enhance it, make it deeper,
the melody, usually a soothing harmonious
and create something that truly stands up on
one.
On the other hand, my favorite thing about . its own. Whether or not you've seen the show,
Blue Man Group's instrumental repertoire is
if you're interested in new forms of music, I
highly recommend Audio.
.
their use of the Chapman Stick. The Stick,
By Dan Katz"
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The following movies are playing this weekend at local theaters. The Tech suggests
using <http.z/www.boston.com> for a complete listing of times and locations.
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

****
***
**
*

(*~2)

.

American Beauty
An extremely annoying movie: this deadpan black tragicomedy is a laughable failure
as a work of art, being pretentious, simplistic, and self-important.
Excepting a truly
remarkable performance by Kevin Spacey
(whose part is disappointingly
small),
there's nothing to this movie beyond tortured 'metaphors, caricatures instead of characters, and a messy pile-up of red herrings
instead
of
a
plot.
-Vladimir
V. Zelevinsky

<**111)

Anna and the King
, Chow Yun Fat is an Oscar-worthy scenestealer with riveting screen presence as the
Thai King Mongkut; the only other threedimensional character is played by Bai Ling
. in a passionately sincere performance. Jodie
F oster disappoints for the first. time as the
PIERRE VINET-WARNER
BROTHERS
British governess Anna Leonowens. See the
Bruce Willis (left). as Jimmy Tudeski and Matthew Perry as "Oz" Oseransky in Warner Brothers' The Whole Nine Yards.
movie for the stunning visuals: gorgeous,
sprawling epic sets, beautiful details, and the
Titus
tively, creating a somewhat skewed view of
er Room turns out not to be as thrilling as it
regal Chow Yun Fat's performance which
An excellent film based on one of Shakethe movie. However, Angelina Jolie and
keeps lighting 'up the screen. - Zarminae . claims to be. - Jumaane Jeffries
speare's weaker plays. With dazzling visuBrittany Murphy are excellent supporting
Ansari
The Cider Bouse Rules
als, fabulous directing and acting, and a
actresses and serve to balance the movie,
The Beach
great pace, it's a pity that Titus's weakest
while the rest of the acting is lukewarm.
Despite the fact that the protagonists'
point should be its source material. - VZ
Additionally,
the dramatic details, such as
name is Homer, this 'film ends up feeling
The quest for the perfect world drives
less like a Homeric epic and more like a the lighting, create moods and scenes that
some people to madness, some to obsession,
Topsy-Turvy
are compelling, but that do not make up for
Norman Rockwell painting: hardly great art
and some to The Beach. In this utopian
Following
the trials and triumphs
of
the lack of plot. - AM
or even art at all, but something with instantodyssey 'chronicling
one young, macho
Gilbert and Sullivan as they create their
ly recognizable
humanity and an overall
American's quest for adventure, elements of
Magnolia
masterpiece The Mikado, Topsy- Turvy holds
impact that can hardly be ignored. Credit
postmodern fantasy, horror, and love collide
and keeps the audience's attention. But it's
A sprawling incoherent mess of a movie,
this mostly to luminous
acting and the
into a final sobering conclusion: that the
the breathtaking final five minutes that make
with a story and characters that manage to
screenplay's
understated
emotional comclosest thing to a perfect world may very
the film worth seeing. - VZ
be both jaw-droppingly
obvious and make
plexity. - VZ
well be our own.' Its gratuitous relationships
no sense whatsoever. On the other hand, the
and its force- feeding of the themes also crip- ,
Cradle Will Rock
annoying narrative bombast is compensated
Toy Story 2
pie the plot. -~ Jacob Beniflah and Amy
by great ·visual verve, and the climactic
An instant classic, one of the most creative
A rich, visually inventive, amazinglyMeadows
sequence is simply the most wildly creative
and fun movies of the year, this completely
acted, and consistently hilarious tapestry of
Being John Malkovich
bit of_filJri!n_aking of 1999, ~~en though it ,_ ~o:tppu~r-gen~prted sequel about the adventures
a~ s~t}~ the, 1??Q's, weaving together char1f1\ "-fiim s ' diffe're~t, "so whatked-out,
so
has nothing to do with the rest of the
of a bunch of toys is clever, funny, complex,
acters frdm Jolin Cusack's
Nelson'
movie. - VZ
and, most surprisingly, deeply emotional. - VZ
Rockefeller
to Emily Watson's
original, and totally unlike anything else out
homeless street performer. A perfect
there
The Whole Nine Yards
Man on the Moon
opening sequence, a perfect closing
There are films that are bad, and there are
shot.-VZ
films that are so bad they are good, and then
The talents of direcDISNEY
there, is The Whole Nine Yards, which is so
tor Milos Forman, writENTERPRISES INC.
bad it's not even so bad it's good, and there's
ers Scott Alexander
and
HOO HOO HOO HOO - The
no point about writing anything about this
Larry Karaszewski, and actor
characteristically
upbeat Tigstillborn, humorless, sexist, violent piece of
Jim Carrey
combine
in the
ger celebrates the bouncy, troungarbage, not even worth deciding if the word
remarkable
Man on the Moon, a
cy, flouncy, and pouncy reasons why
"sucks" or "stinks" applies better, and since I
film about late comedian Andy Kaufit's fun to be one ofa kind.
already killed an hour and a half of my life
man's life. Great performances
and a
like Monty Python at their most deadpan
watching this abomination, I'm not going to
complex underlying
theme make this
comedy a must-see. - VZ
.
'hilarious,
An unconventional
mixture. of
write more than a single sentence about it, so
there.VZ
comedy, satire: and frighteningly deep rumiThe Talented Mr. Ripley
nations on the nature of personality. - VZ
Wonder Boys
A lot to recommend:
a complex
-The Big Tease
plot, accomplished
acting
(Matt
Wonder Boys, director Curtis Hanson's
Galaxy Quest <**Yl)
A foreign film in the tradition of Strictly
first film since L.A. Confidential, is an endearDamon and Cate B anchett especially),
Not quite the Star Trek parody that
Ballroom,
this import foJlows Scotsman
ingly offbeat comedy that takes its sweet time
and gorgeous
visuals;
especially
Crawford MacKenzie as he stops at nothing
developing, though most of that time it is a
impressive is the degree to which the
it starts out like; more of a Star Trek ripaudience gets to understand
and identify . delight.
to participate in the Los Angeles Platinum . off, with the same stupid computer graphMichael
Douglas
stars as an
with the film's irnmoralprotagonist.
A bit
ics, fake sets, plot holes (all of the above rather
Scissors hair cutting competition. The film
unshaven, over-the-hill writer and professor
irritating), and general air of amiable nonsense'
too slowly-paced, though. - VZ
suffers from lackluster casting and bad editGrady Tripp. Tobey Maguire and Katie
ing, but the final hairstyles are truly remark(very enioyable). It's also neat to see a bunch
Holmes play Tripp's students, with Maguire
The Tigger Movie
of good actors having fun. Rather stupid, realable. - Erik Blankinship
stealing the spotlight as a darkly enchanting
ly; at the same time, rather cute. - VZ
Pooh, Rabbit, Kanga, Roo, and of course,
would-be Poe. Also enjoyable are Robert
B~iler Room
~z) .
. Tigger return to the big screen in the newest
Downey Jr. as Tripp's loony editor, and
Girl, Interrupted
Disney animated adventure. This story of
A fairly clever, decent movie about the
Frances McDormand. Though overlong and
shady dealings of the 'employees of a small
Exploring the struggles of a teenage girl
overstuffed, the plot is always amiable and
Tigger's quest to find other tiggers benefits
brokerage firm. Witty dialogue and good
in a mental hospital, Winona Ryder manages
from top-notch
animation,
but feels too
amusing, and the cast makes this one worth
acting make the film hard to forget, but Boi/the lows but not highs of her character effecchildish to be enjoyable. - EB,
watching. - Roy Rodenstein
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India Castle

<**IIz)

be eaten with a good mango pickle' such as
are turnovers stuffed with seasoned mashed
chicken do piaza is really good too.
"Ahmed's" (available at most Indian stores).
'potatoes and peas. What makes them different
At the end of the meal we were too stuffed
Rice is my pet peeve at Indian restaurants.
is the deliciously spiced stuffing. Paneer pakoto try the deserts, so we just had masala chai
from page 7
It is usually a lower quality Basmati, and from
ras ($3.95) are deep fried chunks of home: - ($1.50). The day that Indian restaurants learn to
the almost dusty taste, you can make out that
made cheese marinated in chickpea batter serve the kind of milky spiced tea that people
them with plain bread: Naan cooked in a Tanthe rice was not rinsed properly - if at allcdelicious! My ftiends and I were already
will actually drink will be a happy day indeed.
doori oven. Then again, I could eat the garlic
before cooking. Rinsing until the water runs . stuffed after the appetizers; they were probaIt is a sad thing when the closest thing to real
naan ($2.95), all by itself. That they don't use
clear is essential. I usually order bread to
bly more than enough for four people.
masala chai, in my opinion, is Starbucks' Chai
prepackaged minced garlic is attests to the
accompany my food instead of eating the rice,
For an entree, we sampled the shahi paneer
Tea Latte. Personally, I have never had masala
general quality of the. ingredients. The freshly.
and I never take it home. The rice at India
($9.95). This dish - homemade
cheese
tea with fennel seeds or "saunf," a mixture of
minced garlic naan is as aromatic as the best
Castle, however, is not just edible, it is great
cooked in a mildly spiced tomato cream sauce
ginger, clove, and cardamom. My advice is to
garlic bread and is not to be missed.
Basmati that can be enjoyed with yogurt
- is anything but low-fat, but it is really satlose the saunf ... please.
'Other breads include the aloo paratha
"raita," the entrees, or simply by itself.
isfying and a favorite temptation. Another
The restaurant also offers a lunch buffet
($2.95) - whole wheat bread similar to a
We started with bhel purl, paneer pakoras,
very similar dish is malai koftas ($5.25):
for the unbelievable price of $6.95. The ownmulti-layered buttered tortilla with a stuffing
and vegetarian samosas for appetizers. Bhel
minced vegetable balls cooked in the same
ers say that they lose money on the buffet, but
of spiced mashed potatoes and peas cooked on • purl is a delicious tangy and crispy snack of
kind of sauce. If you go, order one or the other
it is a good advertisement for the restaurant.
a grill with "ghee" or traditional butter. The
minced onions, tomatoes, and herbs with a
if it is a party of less than four.
They also offer free delivery, which I requestbreads are excellent, especially the plain
savory crispy mixture including puffed rice, in
The only non-vegetarian dish we tried was
ed for a recent party, and found it prompt and
parathas, but the .aloo paratha, a meal in itself
a tamarind sauce. It must be eaten immediatethe chicken kadai ($10.95): white meat sauteed
very reliable. I had hoped that there would be
eaten with yogurt "raita," was a disappointly before the sauces make the mixture soggy.
with onion, tomato, and bell peppers. The long
leftovers
afterwards
of paneer pakoras,
ment. Maybe it 'is a personal preference, but I
The condiments and chutneys may be added
.strips of ginger and fresh cilantro leaves
samosas, kababs, and chicken tikkas: the lack
like my aloo parathas to be spicy. The stuffing
to vary the taste. The samosas (2 pieces,
reminded me of home. What more can I say? It
thereof testifies to the quality of the food at
was fairly bland, perhaps because it needs to
$2.50) are among the best in Boston. These
was excellent. I have heard friends say that the India Castle.
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cohesiveness
of the group
placed within the context of the
period of Ame.rican art.

AXIS
Next: 423-NEXT, 617-262-2437
13 Lansdowne St.
Mar. 8: Agent Orange.
Mar. 10: Long Beach
stars.
Mar. 24: Reveille.

Other Events

Dub AII-

TIte End of the WOIfd
Avalon
617-262-2424
15 Lansdowne St.
Mar. 4: The Pretenders.
Mar. 15: Paula Cole.
Mar. 16: Kenny Wayne
herd.
Mar. 17: The Push Stars.
Mar. 29: No Doubt.
Apr. 4: Rollins Band.

Shep-

A \Neekly g'uide to the arts in Boston
March 3
::LO
Compiled by Fred Choi

Berklee Petlonnance Center
Berklee College of Music
1140 Boylston St.
Free student recitals and faculty
concerts, 4 p.m. and 7 p.m. some
weekdays. For info. on these concerts, call the Performance Information line at 747-8820.

Send submissions

to ottOthe-tecb.mIt.edu

Sold

Club Passim
47 Palmer St, Cambridge.
Ticket prices vary. Call 618-4927679 for more info.
Mar. 4: Melissa Ferrick.
Mar. 5: Eric Anderson.
Mar. 8: IndieGrrl Music Showcase: Forum for local singersongwriters.
Mar. 9: Anne Hills & Michael
Smith.
Mar. 10: Barbara Kessler.
Mar. 11: Grey Eye Glances.
Mar. 15: Don Conoscenti.
Mar. 16: Pierce Pettis.
Mar. 17: Joel Cage & Tom Dean.
Mar. 18: Odetta.

931-2000.

Mar. 26-27: Crosby, Stills, Nash,
and Young. $201, $76, $51,
$40.50.
The Uzard Lounge
166:7 Mass Ave.
617 -547'10759
Mar. 18: Astro Slut.
The Middle East
Ticketmaster: 931-2000.
Ticket prices vary. Call 354~8238
for more info.
Mar. 4: Krakow with Bishop
Strike, Troy's Bucket, and Zipper Girl.
Mar. 4: Roadsaw with Leadfoot
(formerly Corrosion of Conformity),
Throttle, and There.
Mar. 5: Lou Barlow of The Folk
Implosion.
Mar. 6: Ann Berreta with Cops
and Robbers, The Statue Factor, Jersey,
Suspect Device, and Lower 48.
Mar. 6: Echo Chamber Ensemble, DJC, Ross Hamlin, and
Dr. T.
Mar. 7: Cloud Art, EP release
party "Trick of the Light."
Mar. 8: Mekons
with Johnny
Dowd and the Tarbox Ram·
biers.
Mar.
8:
Razorwire,
The
Humanoids, and spoken word
with Rich Makin and Duncan
Wilder.
Mar. 9: Bitch and Animal with
Mehan Toohey.
Mar. 9: Steady Earnest with Beat
Soup and Perfect Thyroid.
Mar. 10: Foxtrot Zulu.
Mar. 10: Wheat, CD release
party, "Hope and Adams."
Mar. 11: Actual Proof with Loop
Dreams, Balkan Tribes, and
OJ. ·Seishi.
Mar. 11: Jennifer Teft Band with
Crash 22, Lunar Plexus, and
Beth Boche.
Mar. 25: Femi Kuti.
Apr. 22: Dick Dale.
Orpheum Theatre
Ticketmaster: 931-2000
Apr. 6: Tracy Chapman.
$36$26.
Apr. 7: Bryan Adams.
$51,
$38.50, $31.
Apr. 8-10: Phil Lesh & Friends.
$37.
Apr. 15: Bela Fleck and the
Flecktones, TBA.
Apr. 24: Third Eye Blind. $25.
Apr. 27: Oasis. $26.
Sanders Theatre
617 -496-2222
45 Quincy St., 02138
Mar. 5: Dave Brubeck Quartet.
Mar. 17: National
Song and
Dance Company of Mozambique.
Mar. 19: Salute to Robert Shaw,
presented by the Masterworks
Chorale.

T. T. the Bearrs Place
10 Brookline
St, Cambridge,
617-492-2327

Jolin F. Kennedy
• Forums

mall to "On The Town," The Tech, W20-483.

presents the most comprehensive exploration of the enduring
nature of Washington's
image.
The exhibit will present
more
than 150 paintings,
prints,
sculptures,
decorative objects,
and memorabilia,
including
works by Peale, Gilbert Stuart,
Norman
Rockwell,
and N.C.
Wyeth.

Museum of SCIence
Science
Park, Boston.
(7232500), Daily, 9 a.m.-5 p.rn.: Fri.,
9 a.m.-9 p.m.; Sat.-Sun., 9 a.m.5 p.m. Admission free with MIT
10, otherwise $9, $7 for children
3-14 and seniors.
Blue Man Group
The Museum features the theCharles Playhouse,
74
ater of electricity
(With indoor
Warrenton
Street, . thunder-and-lightning
shows
Boston, indefinitely. Curdaily) and more than 600 bandstain is at 8 p.rn. on
on exhibits. Ongoing: MDiscovery
Wednesday and ThurSCenter"; "Investigate!
A see-Forday, at 7 and 10 p.m.
Yourself Exhibit"; "Science in the
on Friday and Saturday,
Park: Playing with Forces and
and at 3 and 6 p.m. on . Motion"; "Seeing Is Deceiving."
Sunday. Tickets $35 to
Ongoing: "Everest:
Roof of the
$45. Call 426-6912 for
World"; "Living on the Edge."
tickets and information
Admission to Omni, laser, and
on how to see the show . planetarium
shows is $7.50,
for free by ushering.
$5.50 for children and seniors.
~ow showing: "Laser Depeche
Mode," .Sun., 8 p.m.; "Laser OffShear Maflness
spring,"
Thurs.-Sat.,
8 p.m.;
Charles Playhouse Stage
Rush,"
Sun.,
9:15;
II, 74 Warrenton Street, . "Laser
"Laser Beastie Boys," Thurs.Boston
(426-5225),
Sat., 9:15 p.m.; "Laser Floyd's
indefinitely. Curtain: is at
Wall," Fri.-Sat., 10:30 p.m.; MFri8 p.m. Tuesday through
day Night Stargazing," Fri., 8:30
Friday, at 6:30 and 9:30
p.m.;
MWelcome to the Unip.m. on Saturday" and at
verse," dally: "Quest for contact:
3 and 7:30 p.m. on SunAre We Alone?" daily.
day. Tickets $30-34.

Centrum Centre
Ticketmaster 931-2000.

Reet Center
Ticketmaster:

or by Interdepartmental

Boston): As part of the
BankBoston
Celebrity
Series, Obie-award winner Spalding Gray will
perform his monologue
Morning,
Noon
and
Night. The monologue.
examines a day in the
life of Gray's family in
their small town on Long
Island. Tickets are $35
and $32 and are available by calling CelebrityCharge (617-482-6661,
M-F 10-4)
or at the
Emerson Majestic Theatre.

Feb. 26: John Edward $39-$69.
Mar. 4': Diana Krall $38-$30.
Mar. 5: Tony Kenny, $25.
Mar.
18:
Bruce
Cockburn
$26.50-$24.50.
Mar. 26: Ryuichi Sakamoto, TBA.

Mar. 25: Britney Spears.
Out.
Mar. 30: Korn. Sold Out.
Mar. 31: Korn. $29.50.

Mar. 11 at 8:30 p.m. at the Middle East Restaurant, 472 Mass.
Ave., Cambridge. local funk and
blues band Crash 22 showcases
the Boston arts scene with musical performances, film, fashion,
dancers, tarot card readings, jugglers, Visual art installations,
and literary readings. $7.

Exhibits
I....
$IeWart ~~
Museum
280
The
Fen.way"
Boston.
(566-1401),
Sprout
Tues.-Sun.
11 a.m.-5'
Th'
:h M·
17
h K"
A
P m
Admission
$10
- roug
ar.
at t e· aJI so
($11 on weekends), $7
Stu~io Gallerby, 40 St. Stephen
for seniors, $5 for stuSt., Boston, 0211~, near Sy~Siberian violin virtuoso Vadim Repin makes his Boston Sym- dents with ID ($3 on - phony Hall. The KaJI Aso Studio
presents the. pott~ry of Yasuk?",,'.
phony Orchestra debut in Gubaidulina's OHertotlum March Wed.), free for children
under 18.
"
Dower and·the calligraphy ?f .KaJI .
9-14
Symphony Hall. For tickets, call· (617) 266-1200.
The museum,
built in~so.
Yasuko ~ower speciallzes
the style of a 15th-een-'
In raku an~ Pit fired works, an~
tury Venetian
palace,
has a studiO. on Cape Cod. K~JI
Mar. 4: Bill Janovitz (lead singer
the day of the concert only at the
houses
more than 2500 art
Aso has calligraphy f~atured In
for the rock gorup Buffalo
BSO Box Office at Symphony Hall
objects, with emphasis on Italian
the, perm,anent collection of t~e
Tom).
(301 Massachusetts
Ave. Op~n " Ren~js'Sance and 17th-century
National Musem of Modern Art In
Mar. 5: Football, 8 Days Without
10 q.m. - 6.p:m.). Two tickets
Du'tch works. Among the highTokro, the Modern Museum ?f
Cable, Emergency Music, and
may be obtained with two current
-lights are works by Rembrandt,
Art In New York, and the. MFA In
Kelly Scar.
valid MIT student IDs, SUbject to
Botticelli,
Raphael, Titian, and.
Boston. Opening Reception Sat.
Mar. 7: Elf Power with Charlene
avail.ability. ' For updated MIT stuWhistler. Guided tours given .fri~ar. 4 f~om 7 to 91>.m. For more
and Summer Hymns.
Infermatlon and gallery'hours call
days at 2'30 p m
dent/ticket
availability, call 638..
.
617-247-1719.'
Mar. 8: Stuffis with Cool Grape
GQodness Down Home Sools
.9418 after 10 am. on the day of
Museum
of
Rne
Arts
and Bluehouse Effect.
concert.
Bear Icons
465 Huntington
Ave., Boston.
Mar. 9: Edable Gray.
Mar. 6-19, Open daily 10 a.m. to
(267-9300),
Mon ..-Tues.,
10
Mar. 10-11:
The Gravel Pit,
4 p.m. At The Gallery at Mount
Mar. 9-11, 14, Vadim Repin, vioa.m.-4:45
p.m.;
Wed.,
10
"Reverse the Curse" oenefit
Ida College (Carlson
Student
lin; Semyon Bycnkov, conductor.
a.m.-9:45
p.m.;' Thurs.-Fri.,
10
show for Paul Natale.
Center, 777 Dedham'St.,
NewGubaidulina: Offertorium, for vioa.m.-5
p.m.;
Sat.-Sun.,
·10
Mal. 12: Happy Hour with openton Centre, MA): A presentation
lin and orchestra; Tchaikovksy:
a.m.-5:45
p.m. West Wing open.
ing acts Choke, Revelation
Symphony No.6,
MPathetique."
of the MArt and Artifacts ·of Queer
Thurs.-Fri.
until
9:45
p.m.
and Room with a View.
Masculinity," the presentation of
Pre-eoncert talk given by Harlow
Admission free with MIT 10, oththis traveling extiibitipn reveals a
Mar. 13: Our Lady Peace.
Robinson prior to each perforerwise $10, $8 for students and
vast array of self-representation
Mar. 18:- Jim's Big Ego.
mance.
seniors, children under 17 freei
of gay male "bear sensibilities"
$2 after 5 p.m. Thurs.-Fri., free
as a postmodern/avant-garde
Mar. 16-18, 21: Janice Watson,
Wed. after 4 p.m.
installation
of
twoand
soprano; Andre Previn, conducMon.-Fri.:
introductory
walks
three-dimensional
objects, multitor. An All-Strauss
Program
through all collections
begin at
media .. and Iiv~ performance
including
Sextet,
Moonlight
10:30
a.m. and 1:30
p.m.;
artists.
The show mixes folk,
Music, and Closing scene from
MAsian, Egyptian, and Classical
Regattabar
commercial,
aocumentary,
and
Capriccio
and the Symphonia
Walks"
begin at 1,1':30 a.m.;
Concertix: 876-7777
fine art vocabularies to demondomestica. Pre-concert talk given
MAmerican Painting and Decorastrate the rapid expansion
of
by John Daverio.
tive Arts Walks" begin at 12:30
Mar. 4: Ruth Brown & Friends.
a new gay male archetype. Free
p.m.; MEuropean Painting
and
Mar. 7-8: Bud Shank Quartet.
admission.
'Opening
Reception
BanJcBoston CelebrIty SerIes
Decorative Arts Walks" begin at
Mar. '9-12:
Elvin .Jones Jazz
will be held Fri., Mar. 10, 7-9
Tickets: 482-6661.
2:30 p.m.; Introductory tours are'
Machine.
p.m. On Sat., March 11th, there
Performances at Symphony Hall,
also offered Sat. at 11 a.m. and
Mar. 14: Steve Lacy Quartet.
will be an Evening of Live Perfor301
Massachusetts
Ave.,
1:30 p.m.
Mar. 15: Michael Williams, with
mance by bear-identified artists:
BostQn unless otherwise noted.
Permanent Gallery Installations:
Sugar Ray Norcia, Bruce Katz,
Alan Reade, Martin Swinger, and
• Late Gothic Gallery," featuring a
and David MFathead" Newman_
Ernie Lijoi, in the Auditorium
Mar. 5 at 3 p.m.: Academy of St.
restored
15th-century
stained
adjacent to the gallery from 7-9
Martin in the Fields. J.S. Bach:
glass window from Hampton
p.m. Tickets are $8 in advance,
Brandenburge Concerto' No.3 in
Scullers Jazz Club
Court, 14th- and 15th-century
$10 at the door. For more inforG Major, BWV 1048; Concerto
(All performers h9ve two shows
stone,
alabaster,
and polymation, go to: <http://bearhistofor Three Violins in 0 Major, BWV
per day unless otherwise noted.)
chrome wood sculptures
from
ry.com'>
1064;
Schoenberg:
Verklarte
France and the Netherlands;
Nacht, Op. 4; Shostakovich: Two
Feb. 25-26:
Ray Barretto
&
"Mummy Mask Gallery," a newly
The LIving Room
Pieces for String Octet, Op. 11.
Kenny Burrell with New World
renovated Egyptian gallery, feaThrough Apr. 30: Born in Taiwan, $48, $45, $42.
Spirit.
tures primitive
masks dating
Lee
Mingwei's
practice
as an
Mar. 8: Rachel Z Trio.
from as far back as 2500 B.C.;
artist. is to create installations
Mar. 18 at 8 p.m.: Beaux Arts
Mar. 9: Erica Leopold with Doug
MEuropean Decorative Arts from
that involve personal exchanges
Trio. Beethoven:
Variations
on
Hammer.
1950 to the Present";
MJohn
Mlch bin ein der Schneider
betWeen the viewers
and the
Mar. 10-11: Yellowjackets.
Singer Sargent: Studies for MFA
artist. Lee will create a modernKakadu"
in
G
Major,
Op.
121A;
and
Boston
Public
Library
Mar. 14: Wesla Whitfield.
day
version
of
the
salon
life of
Trio in B-flat
Major,
Op. 97
Murals."
(MArchduke"); Shostkovich:
Trio
Isabella Gardner used to enliven
Gallery lectures
are free with
her collection. Lee and museum
NO.2 in E minor, Op. 67. At
museum admission.
staff will act as hosts to the
NEC's Jordan Hall, 30 Gainsbormuseum,
spending the day interough St., Boston, MA. $45, $42,
Museum of Our NatIonal Het#tage
acting with visitors who enter the
$38.
33 Marrett
Rd., Lexington,
special exhibition gaMery. ,
02421.
(781-861-6559).
Mon.Boston Symphony Orchestra
Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sun.-12
Lynn Beach PaInters
Tickets: 266-1492.
p.m.-5 p.m. Admission and parkThrough Aug. 20: The exhibit,
Performances at Symphony Hall,
ing free. <http://www.mnh.org>
subtitled
"Art.Along
the North
301 Massachusetts Ave., Boston,
Shore, 1880-1920,"
presents 60
George Washington, American S}mboI
unless otherwise noted. For MIT
works of the seven lyrical and
SpaldIng Gray
Thro,ugh Feb. 27, 2000. In obser·
Students: Tickets are offered for
evocative
painters
that comvance of the 200th anniversary
Thursday evening c,oncerts (8pm)
prised the school of American
Mar. 10-11 at 8 p.m., Mar. 12 at
of his death, the Museum
is
and Friday afternoon
concerts
Marine Impressionists.
The exhi3 p.m. at the Emerson Majestic
hosting a unique exhibition Which
bition focuses
on the signifi(1:~0 p.m.) and are available on
Theatre
(219
Tremont
St.,

at

Jazz Music

Classical Music

Theater

Ubrary

Public

At the John F. Kennedy Library
and Museum, Columbia Point,
Boston. Free. For more info., call
617-929-4571.
The Making of the President 2000
Mar. 5, 2 to 4 p.m.: On the eve
of the Massachusetts
presidential primary, former Republican
Senator
Alan Simpson
and
Democratic Congressman Barney
Frank analyze the results of the
early primaries
and how the
major candidates are positioning
themselves for the general election campaign. Moderating the
session
will be Boston Globe
columnist David Nyhan.
Robert Frost: The Nation's

Poet

Apr. 2, 2 to 4 p.m.: In his recent
biography, Robert Frost; A Life,
Jay Parini analyzes the conflict
between Frost's artistic need for
solitude and his desire for exposure to the general public. After
viewing clips of Frost's recitation
at JFK's inaugural,
Jay Parini,
poet, novelist, and professor at
Middlebury College, Will offer his
analysis of the final years of one
of this century's greatest poets.
RIm FestIvals
At the Museum
of Fine Arts,
Boston, 02115. For tickets and
more information,
call 3693770. Tickets for each showing
are $7, $6 MFA members,
seniors, students, unless otherwise noted.

Nine Rims by Max Ophuls

Mar. 11 at 12 p.rn.:
(1932, 85 min.).
Mar. 17 at 6 p.rn.:
(1947,95
min.).

Hou Hsiao-Hsien:
Decade

Director
.

of. the

The MfA is' currently the sole
institution to host all 14 of Tai;
wanese
director
Hou HsiaoHsien's films in a complete retrospective,
includiflg
his first
three rarely seen films,
anti
Boston premieres of Hou's two
most recent films, The Flowers
of Shanghai and Goodbye South,'
Goodbye. Hsien was called "the
world's greatest active narrative
!i1mmaker" by th~ Village V-oice.

Mar. 10'at 1:45 p.m .. Mar. 23 at
5:45
p.m.:
Goodbye
South,
G~odbye (1996,116
min.).
Mar. 24 at 7:45 p.m., Mar. 25,
at 3:45 p.m.: The Flowers
of
Shanghai (19,98, 120 min.).
Don Quixote

.

Mar. 30-Apr. 9, Tue. 8 p.m.·,
Wed.-Thu.
7 p.m., Fri.-Sat.
8
p.m.,
Sat-Sun.
2 p.m.:
The
Boston
Ballet
presents
Cervantes' classic tale of chivalry
and romance. At the Wang Center (270,remont
St., Boston).
tickets available at the Boston
Ballet box office, or by calling
617-695-6950
or Telecharge 1800-447-7400.
$73-$12.50,
studnet rush tickets $12.50.
Lesblgay

RIm Series

Presented by Club Pride at RoxbUry Community College.

Apr. 14 at 6 p.m. at the Roxbury
CommJJnity College, Academic
Building,
Room
121
(1'234
Columbus Avenue, at the intersection
of
Columbus
and
Tremont, located directly directly
across street from the ROXbury
Crossing T station (Orange Line).
Woubi Cheri (Directors:
Philip
Brooks & Laurent Bacahut, 62
minutes,
France/Ivory
Coast,
1998).
in French with English
Subtitles.
The first film to give,
African homosexuals a chance to
describe their world in their own
words. Free parking. Free and
open to the public.
Refreshments served.
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TechCalendar

Fun with Clip Art
Aaron

TechCalendarappears in each issue of The Tech and features events for members of the MIT community. The
Tech makes no guarantees as to the accuracyof this information, and The Tech shall not be held liable for any
losses, including, but not limited to, damages resulting from attendance of an event.
Contact information for all events is available from the TechCalendarweb page.

Visit and add events to TechCalendar online

Isaksen

(Comments?

aisaksen@mit.edu)

at http://tech-calendar.mlt.edu

Friday's Events
:8:00 p.m. - Ken Zuckennan, sarod. With Anindo Chatterjee, tabla. Presented by MITHAS (MIT Heritage
of South Asia). $15, $12-MITHAS & New England Hindu Temple members, students & seniors; $10MIT students. Killian Hall. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
8:00 p.m. - MIT Guest Artist Concert. The Miami String Quartet. Mozart's Quartet in D Major, K. 575;
Ginastera's Quartet No.1 for Strings, Op. 20; Schubert's Death and the Maiden. Admission O. Kresge
Auditorium. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. - Coming out the Darkness. The Party and Stepshow, Enjoy Hip Hop, R&B,
Dancehall Reggae, and Soca at the Party by DJ FunkLab and Enjoy the Groove Steppers. All lovers of the
music are invited. Come dressed to impress. La Sala de Puerto Rico. Sponsor: Groove Phi Groove
Social Fellowship, Inc.
12:30 p.m. - Preparing for a Baby, Part I, Betsy Ross, A2Z Psychotherapy. Preregistration is
required; call x3-1592. Open. More info: Call Family Resource Center at 253-1592. Email frc@mit.edu.
Web: http://web.mit.edu/personneljwww/frc/.
Rm 16-151.
4:00 p.m. - Theory and applications of de fields In geoenvlronmental restoration
, Akram Alshawabken, Northeastern University. Refreshments at 3:30 pm. Open. More info: Rm 1350.
4:15 p.m. - Alternating Sign Matrices and Beyond, Part II., James Propp, University of Wisconsin.
Refreshments will be served at 3:30 PM in Room 2-349. Open. More info: Call Michael Kleber at 2537905. Email kleber@math.mit.edu. Web: http://www-math.mit.edu/-combin.
Rm 2-338.

"1heard that if you hit Up, Up,
Down, Down, Left; Right, Left,
Right, B, A, Start you can get
Mario to have sex with Yoshi."

Saturday's Events
8:00 p.m. - "American, French, and english Folk Song Celebrations." MIT Wind Ensemble and The MIT
Wind Symphony, Fred Harris, director. Guests: MIT Concert Choir, William-Cutter, director; MIT Handbell
Choir. lecture at 7pm. Admission 2.00. Kresge Auditorium. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
1:00 p.m.- Shut Down the School of the Americas, Father Roy Bourgeois, School of Americas Watch.
Human rights violations in Latin America are consistently tied School of the Americas graduates. Father
Roy Bourgeois will speak on the many compelling reasons to close the SOA. Open. More info: Call Felix
AuYeung at 253-5980. Email auyeung@mit.edu. Web: http://web.mit.edu/justice.
Rm E51-Wong Auditorium.
Monday's Events
7:00 p.m. - Women ScIR Authors series. Connie Willis and Nalo Hopkinson. Cosponsored by Women's
Studies, the Communications Forum, and Comparative Media Studies. Rm 56-114. Sponsor: Office of
the Arts.
8:00 - 10:00 p.m. - Kendo f»ractlce. Come learn the Japanese art of swordfighting under the instruction
of sensei Junji Himeno, 7th dan from Harvard. No experience is necessary. T-Glub Lounge. Sponsor; MIT
Kendo Club.
3:30 p.m. - Uses of Probabilistic Methods to Solve Current Nuclear utility Problems, Dr. Wei G. He,
Salern-Hope Creek Nuclear Power Plant. Refreshment in Room NWl4-1112 at 3:00 p.m. open. More
info: Call E. Parmelee at 253-3801. Email parmelee@mit.edu. Rm NWl4-1112.
4:00 p.m.- Quantum Optical Communication: Squeezing, Entanglement, and Teleportatlon, Jeffrey H. Shapiro, MIT, EECS, LIDS and RLE. Refreshments served at 3:30 p.m. Open. More info:
Call Prof. Peter Elias at 253-4193. Email elias@theory.lcs.mit.edu.
Rm 34-Edgerton Hall, 34-101.
7:00 p.m.- Media and Imagination: Sclem:e fiction Readings Nato Hopkinson, author of Midnight Robber
.
Connie Willis, author of The Doomsday Book. Open. More info: Call Chris Porniecko at 253-3599. Email
cpomlElRo@mit.e u
:~p:llmedia-in-tfa!=lsiti6n.mit.e(ft1:
Rm 56-114. f ·ven.
' _.,

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Hit the slopes
4 Burns film
9 Pace
14 Hamilton bill
15 Whittle
16 Ralph_
Emerson
17 Tattered cloth
18 Attempts
19 One more time
20 Land measure
22 Retrospective
invalidations
24 Hartford's hockey
team
26 Inventor Whitney
27 Fireside yam
28 School grp.
29
of Man
33 Passes over
35 Percussion
instrument
36 Unwrap fruit
37 Woe is me!
38 Cheese like Edam
39 Geological periods
40 Allot
41 Pelt
42 Keenly
perceptive
43 Parakeet staple
44' PAT value
45 Orbit shaped
46 Moonshine
container
47 Noshed
50 1992 football film
55 Flatfish
56 Hidden supply
57 Paradigm
59 Ump's cohort
60 Small antelope
61 Syrup source
62' Pride in oneself
63 As such
64 Ruhr Vallycity
65 Nautical assent

......

Tuesday's Events
5:00 - 6:00 p.m. - seminar on copyright, licensing and ownership Issues. This HST-sponsored seminar
will address copyright, licensing, and ownership issues in educational technology. HMS MEC 227. Sponsor: asr,
12:00 p.m.- Atom Optics on a Chip, Mara Prentiss, 'Harvard UniverSity. Refreshments served following
the seminar. Please se~ web.mit.edujspectroscopyjwww for more detail. Open. More info: Call Alison
Hearn at 253-4881. Email hearn@mit.edu. Web: http://web.mit.edujspectroscopy/www/.
Rm 37-252.
12:00 p.m. - Positive Discipline, Deborah Welnstock-5avoy, Parenting Education Consultant. Open.
More info: Call Family Resource Center at 253-1592. Email frc@mit.edu. Web: http://web.mit.edu/personnel/wwwjfrcj.
Rm 16-151.
4:00 p.m. - Averaging Second-Order Control Systems: Spatlallnvariance, John Balllleul, Boston Unlverslty.A short reception will follow in the Osborne Room (35-338). Open. More info: Call soosan
beheshti at 253-2832. Email soosan@mit.edu. Rm 35-225.
4:00 p.m. - ELECTROSPINNINGOF NANOSCALE FIBERS, Michael Shin, Dept. of Chemical Engineering, MIT. Open. More info: Call Donna Wilker at 253-2021. Email dwilker@mit.edu. Rm 5-234.
4:00 p.m.- GaAs HBT and HEMT Technologies for Agilent Instruments, Don D'Avanzo, Agilent Technologies. Refreshments in Room 34-101 at 3:30 p.m. Open. More info: Call Debroah Hodges-Pabon at
'253-5264. Email debb@mtl.mit.edu. Web: http://www-mtl.mit.edu/.
Rm 34-101.
4:30 p.m. - estimation, C~I,
and Testing of Active Rotor Blades, Mr. Waleed Farahat, MIT-Gas
Turbine'Laboratory. Refreshments served 4:15pm. Open. More info: Call Lori Martinez at 253-2481.
Email dragonl@mit.edu. Rm 31-161.
4:30 p.m.- Migrants' Coping Strategies In the Oi~lch Gulf, Dr. Sulayman Khalaf, Visiting Scholar, Ctr
for Middle Eastem Studies, Harvard Unlv. Hosted jointly by the Emile Bustani Middle East Seminar and
the Inter-University Seminar on International Migration. Open. More info: Call Julianne Stilwell at 2538961. Email stilwell@mit.edu. Rm E51-Q95.
6:30 p.m.- 'Rasa': Concept of Aesthetic Ambience Based on Placemaklng and Materiality.", Raj
Rewal, architect, New Deihl. Architecture Lecture. Open. More info: Call Dept of Architecture at 2537991. Rm 10-250.

1999 Tribune Media Services,
, All rights reserved,

Inc.

DOWN
1 Barn bedding
2 Actor Stacy
3 Work to gain
favor
4 10 of dates
5 Zimbabwe's
capital
6 Shows one's
teeth?
7 Kitchen appliance
8 State of inactivity
9 Hindu mystic
10 Knight's aide
11 Lively
enthusiasm

Prune text
Puts on
Slipped by
Domesticated
guanaco
Loop loopers
Bluenose
Emetine source
plants·
Asian capital
Easter season
Or _
Jaffe and Huff
"Revolutions of
the Viaducts"
painter

12
13
21
23
25
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

I•.1::.._ .'
,~,

The Cambridge

office

Cryobank,

Inc, is seeking

Academic

healthy

for 6-9 months. Donors are compensated $50.00 for each acceptable
donation
provided. Hours: 8:00AM to 6:00PM Monday-Friday
Call
Cryobank,

Inc. at (617)-497-8646

couple

seeks:

EGG DONOR 21-28

males between the ages of 19 and 39 to participate in our anonymous
sperm donation program. To qualify, you must be 5'9" or taller, enrolled
in or graduated from a 4-year collegejuniversity,
and be able to commit

California

27

left in

EARN U~ TO
$600IMONTH

of California

on page

Don't be

$17/HR. SAT Tutors
Needed in all parts of MA.
~
SUMMIT
Flexible hours. Need car.
mrAJ'DIAL
C • 0 U •
Top Standardized Scores.
Min. avail. through May.
College student or graduate or others.
Call M W F 617-926-8541 or apply at
ww.mytutor.com/jobs

,..

35 Serving a
sentence
38 Grave robber
42 Ms. Gardner
45 Available at the
newsstand
46 Foster of films
47 Oozes
48 Mournful poem
49 Crusoe's creator
50 Boutique, e.g,
51 Center
52 '60s mUsical
53 Spheres
54 Lupino and
Tarbell
58 Actor Cariou
Solutions

Help Wanted Ad

CAI.FORNA

Page 13

to see if YOU qualify!

for East Coast clinic.
Compensation $12,000.
Strong
academics, 5'6" or taUer, lean/athletic
build.
Please
describe motivation
along with several [returnable]
photos to: POB 425545, Cambridge, MA 02142.
All

serious

replies

answered.

cold!

Daytona
Beach
Resort
shoot at 67%
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If WE JOST AcT
NATURAL, EVERYlHIN6 WILL BE FINE.

OJ(, PAIGE, WE'VE GoT THE
CD IN YOUR PuRsE. NoW ALL

WE H~VE To Do 15 CAlMLY
WALl< ouT of 'THE SToRE.
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ALL RIGHT, PAIGE, I'M
RIGHT BEHIND You.
WE CAN Do 1HIS~

\

NICoLE,

I CAN'T 8uT ~E'RE

i

C 1997 8iI AmendlDist.

60 11iRou6H WITH AlMOSllN
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UnNersaI Press

~ No! IT'S WRoNG.'
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IT Homosexual
Target of Hate Mail
By Elren Gutierrez
and Karen E. Robinson
STAFF REPORTERS

1999-2000 James R. Killian, Jr.,
Faculty Achievement Award Lecture
ROBERT A. WEINBERG
Ludwig Professor for Cancer Research
American Cancer Society Professor of Biology
Founding Member of the Whitehead Institute for
Biomedical Research

GENES AND THE ORIGINS OF HUMAN CANCER
8 March
4:00 pm
Wong Auditorium - Building E51
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
..

Last Wednesday, hate mail was
. sent to a homosexual MIT student,
East Campus resident Kevin Q.
Choi '01. The e-mail came from
another MIT student's
Athena
account, and was sent from his personal computer.
.
The incident stems from an email Choi sent to the 18.06 mailing
list earlier in the semester, when he
tried to form a study group. The day
he sent the e-mail, Choi noticed an
increase in visits to his web page
from several computers
in the
alleged sender's living group, with
multiple hits from one IP address in
particular.
He sent e-mail to the
owner of that IP address, asking
whether the sudden burst of hits to
his page was related to the 18.06 email - and received a hate e-mail
in reply.
The e-mail reportedly included a
threat against the student's life, and
invoked the attack on Matthew
Shepard, a homosexual University
of Wyoming freshman who was
beaten to death in 1998.
Choi filed a complaint
with
Campus Police, who, with the help
of Information Systems, were able
to verify that the e-mail was sent
from the accused student's computer. Choi has also filed a formal complaint with the Dean for Undergraduate Education and Student Affairs.
He does not plan to take the case
outside MIT jurisdiction
at this
point.
The accused student denies ever
sending the e-mail, and the case is
currently under investigation. The
accused student refused to comment
when reached by phone.

MIT treats harassment seriously
, H~~~eItLvip!im
l}. _. ~
~
options for taking action through
official MIT channels. A complaint

can be filed with Campus Police,
who will investigate the case in conjunction with the Office of Residential and Student Life Programs.
If the complaint is found to be
valid, and the responsible
party
admits his or her actions, a panel
consisting of one dean and one student will decide what action should
be taken.
However,
if he denies the
charges, a five-member panel will
discuss the case in an on-campus
hearing to determine what sanctions, if any, will be imposed.
Assistant
Dean Carol OrmeJohnson, Assistant Dean, and Director of Mediation at MIT said sanctions "can range from a simple
warning to probation to even a recommended suspension that can only
be imposed by President Vest."
The entire process
can take
between several weeks and several
months, depending on the circumstances surrounding each case.
If necessary, a civil or criminal
case can be filed with Cambridge
Police. Such a case then falls outside of MIT jurisdiction.

MIT generally supportive
Choi said he "never expected to .
encounter this, especially at MIT."
People he has come in contact with
here have been generally supportive, he said.
Campus Police Captain John E.
Driscoll said, "We usually don't get
a lot of- these cases. This has been
the only sexual-orientation
hate e~
mail this particular school year."
Approximately
70 harassment
complaints, 'including
those not-«
related to e-mail and not necessarily
to homosexual students, were filed
with Campus Police in 1999.
Students who receive threatening
or harassing
e-mail can contact
eithsr.'
. , stsmt &lr'{
~
mail to stopit@mit.edu, which deals
specifically with on-line harassment.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING_
.Help

Wanted

EGG DONORS NEEDED!! Desperately
wanted by infertile, hopeful parents ..
All races needed. Ages 21-30. Compensation
$5,000.
Please call:
OPTIONSNational Fertility Registry at
(800) 886-9373 or visit www.fertilityoptions.com

Custom One Design, Inc.
.

the art of inventin~

Seeks systems, analog; and mixed-mode design gurus.

3/14.
Full-time opportunities potentially available. Allmajors welcome.

Please join us for food, drinks, and a brief overview of our company culture, emerging
technologies, and expansion plans. An inte.rview schedule will be made available.

10-14Corey Street'"

Melrose, MA 02176'&' (781)665-0474.

HELP WANTED $17/Hr. SAT Tutors
Get a head start on a hot INTERNET
Needed in all parts of MA.Flexible
career with a cool college-focused
Hours, Need Car. Top Standardized
Min. availability thru
start-up! BOLDBRAIN.COM is look- Test scores.
ing for an energetic and entrepreneurMay. College student or graduate.
ial
Call 617-926-8541,M.W.F or apply at
www.mytutor..com/jobs
campus leader to market its website
to students, campus organizations,
and
.'nfonnatlon
local merchants.
Must possess
superior communication skills and
knowledge of on/off campus life.
Salary + bonus. 10hour+/week for 6
..weeks beginning

Company Presentation
Monday, March 6 @ 6:30 PM
Room 8-205

fox(781)665-1533

Sperm Donor Wanted: Financially
secure 39 year-old ex-Symbolics
employee wants to be a mom. Seeks
tall, Caucasian,
M.I.T atendee
(preferably a Wizard). Compensation
Available.
Ple ase
email
JWILL131@hotmail.com.

Email
resume
Michele@boldbrain.com
202-3.32-5195.

to
or fax to

Assistant Inventor position available
PIT for project development.orototyping (mechanical, electrical, computational) writing, research, organizing,
artwork, etc ... email resume to
win@media.mit.edu
PART TIME COMPUTER TECHNICIAN Baystate Financial Services
has an immediate opening for a Computer Technician with a minimum of 2
years experience. Hardware and LAN
knowledge is a must. The right applicants will also possess basic Internet skills, software organizational
skills and knowledge of Microsoft
Applications. Baystate provides flexible business hours and competitive
pay in a fast-paced friendly environment. This is a great opportunity for
the right undergrad or graduate student.
Please send resumes to:
Baystate Financial Services Attn:
Robert Goscinak, One Exeter Plaza,
Suite 1400, Boston, MA 02116
Email:
bgoscinak@bostonbfs. nefn .com

NEED A PLACE TO STORE YOUR
STUFF FOR THE SUMMER? New
Self-Storage Facility. Climate Controlled, Secure. Steps from the T.
Brighton Self-Storage 617-739-4401,
1360 Commonwealth Ave., Brightonselfstorage@yahoo.com
• Travel
***ACT NOWILAST CHANCE TO
RESERVE YOUR SPOT FOR 'SPRING
BREAK! DISCOUNTS FOR 6 OR
MORE! SOUTH PADRE, CANCUN,
JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, ACAPULCO,
FLORIDA & MARDI GRAS. REPS
NEEDED... TRAVEL FREE. 800-8388203 WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM
GO DIRECTIWe're the Amazon.com
of Spring Break! #1 Internet-based
company offering WHOLESALEpricing
by eliminating middlemen! We have
other companies begging for mercy!
ALLdestinations. Guaranteed Lowest
Price! 1-800-367-1252
www.springbreakdirect.com
Mexico/Caribbean or Central America $299 r.t. Europe $169 o.w. Other
wold wide destinations cheap. ONLY
TERRORISTSGETYOUTHERECHEAPER!
Book
tickets
on
line
www.airtech.com or 212-21-7000
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Effort to Solicit Input on New Dorm Led to Delays
Decision,

from Page 1

in mid-year."
Input led to appeal, delays
Throughout the residence system
and dormitory design process, students and faculty were consulted via
the Residence
System Steering
Committee,
Strategic
Advisory
Committee,
and
dormitory
founder's group.
"We could have built this a lot
faster if there weren't consultation"
with the community, Bacow said.
Bacow emphasized that MIT has
also made several attempts to consult with the Cambridge community, which led to the relocation of the
dorm. The original site for the
building, on Vassar Street across
from Next House, was changed to a
new site across from New House.
The move allowed
Cambridge
Executive Enterprises
to sue on
grounds of abutter laws.
Bacow said that the suit is based
on the idea that ''the dining hall is a
restaurant
and it should have to
meet the zoning requirements of any
restaurant open to the public."
,
Court documents filed by Donovan, however, focus mostly on the
dorm's impact on parking in the
Vassar Street corridor.
, Administrators are skeptical of
the suit's legitimacy, believing that
it lies on frivolous and insubstantial
grounds.
Bacow described
the
charges as "a stretch."
Williams believes that the suit is
not "anything of real substance."
Last week, Bacow said that the
Institute had engaged coWtsel and
was prepared to fight the appeal.
"This dorm is going to get built,"
Bacowsaid at the time. "Weare
very confident about our position."
Williamsbelieves
that construetion m{ the new dorm could begin in
just a few weeks.

Williams said that the additional
time will be of advantage to the new
student life programs, allowing for
programs to pilot before the mandate.
'We're doing pilots with residence-based advising. The work of
the founder's group has not been
just to provide more beds. They are
creating a larger, exciting, and more
comprehensive
plan for student
life," she said.
Williams noted that this decision
was personally frustrating to the
members of the founder's group, as
some of them had intended to move
into the new dorm. "It's a disappointment, particularly for the members of the founder's group. But that
is the nature of large projects,"
Williams said.

2001 decision contingent on dorm
In a letter dated August 28,
1998, President
Charles
Vest
shocked the MIT community by
announcing
that the MIT would
"house all freshman students in
campus residence halls, starting in
the fall of 2001, when the new
undergraduate
dormitory will be
ready." .
However, the freshmen on campus decision was based on the. new
dormitory more than the year 200 1.
"The decision
hasn't
really
changed. Getting 'things built in this
area is a complicated
process,"
Bacow said.
Cambridge laws allow owners of
abutting buildings
to appeal an
Interim Planning Overlay Permit
within 20 days. Cambridge Executive Enterprises filed suit on the last
day of this period, halting the
process until a settlement can be
reached.
He said that the decision to push
,back freshmen on campus was made'
by a "caucus of the senior leader-'
'ship" when "it became clear that we
wouldn't be able to complete the
Other residence changes affected
new dorm on schedule."
Matty. f.ltheGl\CS~
iSYstemiUJ:J Bae0w stated' that· the- adminischanges addressed', inBacows
tratorshad considered other possiDecember report were contingent on
bilities, such as crowding' students
the 2001 decision. Associate Dean
or moving graduate students out of
Kirk D. Kolenbrander
added that
dorms, "and we didn't like any of
"the overhaul of Orientation needs
the other options."
to wait until we have' freshmen on
Even though the dorm may be
campus," but planned changes like
completed
only a month behind,
dormitory selection andthe freshschedule, this would require the
man advising system can go ahead '.building to remain vacant for the
as pilot programs for 2001;
remainder of the year. "Of course

Return of 2001 Rush

this is disappointing.
Because of
academic constraints, there is no
point of opening it in November
2001," said Dean for Undergraduate
Education Rosalind H. Williams.
"We've been a bit concerned
that graduate students may have
misread our intentions ... that we
were building new graduate housing
[such as NW30] not really for grad

students but as part· of a contingency," Bacow said.
The Boston Licensing
board
expressed support for MIT's initiative, recognizing
the Institute's
attempts to improve student life.
"I think that MIT is taking a step
in the right direction. We applaud
them for trying to help freshmen to
acclimate to life in the city," said

Daniel Pokaski, chairman of the
BLB.
Pokaski noted that the board recognized MIT's good faith effort to
do the right thing. "The problem
that they have had in the past was
students not being used to living on
their own," he said.
Rima Arnaout contributed to the
reporting of this story.
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Deferring taxes with
TIAA~[REFtan be so
rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.
.
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Surprises IFO Houses
Reaction, from Page 1

the plan," Hollywood said.
Hollywood
thought that the
delay will allow more time for raisto the Chancellor,
said that the
ing capital and soliciting community
administration
deserved credit for
involvement.
not sacrificing
graduate student
Jennifer C. Berk '01, a member
housing in order to make room for
of the Residence System Steering
undergraduates.
"Hopefully
one
Committee,
described
Bacows
would assume that the' administraannouncement as "clearly the best
tion would follow the dictum of first
. possible response to the dorm being
do no harm," he said.
delayed."
Hollywood
thought that the
Berk, however, cautioned that
administration picked a schedule for
"there are concerns with' houses that
planning and construction which was
have begun planning their numbers
too tight. He said that a four to six
in 200 I" and who
year time frame for
may have trouble
building
is stanadjusting
to the
dard for a dormitorevised timetable.
ry, and that planBerk
stated
ning and building
that the SAC has a
in three years is
"laundry -list of
unheard of.
'questions
to ask
"You
can't
houses,"
which
make a time estiincludes
spring
mate on the basis
rush, rush, and
that everything
new member eduwill go right,"
cation,
among
Hollywood said.
other things.
Hollywood
said that the SAC
.Berk said that implementation of
had "realized collectively several
the new plan for student life is only .
days ago that the new dorm wasn't
just beginning.
going to be completed on time."
"Kolenbrander has some ideas of
The SAC was ready to recommend
things to do. We really need to wait
that the decision be pushed back by
and see who is implementing
the
a year.
process and how it works," she said.
Hollywood felt that the delays in
Berk noted that several members
dorm construction should not affect
of the founder's group were disap.the implementation of the new stupointed by the decision, because
dent life plan. "I hope that the senior
they had planned to live in the new
administration will follow what they
dormitory once it opened.
said and not delay the other parts of

"Youcan ~make a
time estimate on the
basi« that everything
will go right. "

One of the fastest ways to build a retirement

nest egg is

through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement Annuities
(SRAs)from TIAA-eREF.
With funds automatically deducted from your paycheck,
you can easily build income to supplement your pension

IT'S EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH
THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL

~J!!t!J!~,
56"7,514
W. Tilx-deflmllSiWingsiilllJ'taxes
• After·ax SiIIiags

and Social Security .
And your contributions
taxes until you withdraw
(REF's solid investment
commi~ent

to SRAs grow undiminished

by

the funds. 1 Add to that T1AAperformance,

bolstered

by our

to keeping expenses low, and you have more

511,609

money working for you.

So why wait? let us help you build a comfortable retireINVEST AS UTTlE AS

ment

today

with

tax-deferred

$25 a month

through an automatic
payroll plan2
L.-

--.I

$.13.~~~!,..."

SRAs. We think you will find it
rewarding in the years to come.

10YEARS

20YEARS

18YEAR5

_ In this hypothetical example. setting iilside5100 a month
in iii til-deferred investment with an 1% marn in a
28% tilx briiltket shiMs better growth thin the same
net iillDDUntput into a savings iilUDUnt.1

- John Hollywood

law;

1.Under fedefiII tax
withdrawals prior to iIge 59 1/2 are subj«t to restrictions,and may illso be subject to a 10'll>additional tax. 2.Youmay be able to invest up to the IRSmaximum of $10.soo per )'eIr. To receive a personalized calculiltion of your maximum contribution, call TlM.(REf ilt 1 800 842·2776. 3. The cnan above is presented for illustrative
purposes only and does not reflect actual petformance.or preOlCt future results, of any TlM.(REF "account. or reflect expenses. TlM-CREF Individual and Institutional services.
Inc.distributes CREFcertificates ilnd interests in the TIM Real Estate Account. Teachers Penonallnvestors services, Inc. distributes the variable component of the personal ilnnu·
ities, mutual funds and tuition savings i1greements. TIM and TlM.(REF life Insurance Co. issue insurill\Ce and annuities..TIM-cREF Trust Company, FS8 provides trust services.
1.-tIMnt
products
FDIC ......... ..., 10M ..... Mel ....................
For more complete information on our securities products, inckJding charges and
expenses, call 1 800 842-2776. ext. 5509, for the prospectuses. Reid them cilfl!fullybefore you invest or send money.O 2000 TIM.(REF '/00.
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What is the program ?

A com-munity

a

majo,. .

MIT stueent artists, from aU disciplines

.

students who. are cernrnntectowort Jn one or more disCiplines in tre ar1s.a~~
who Wish for more interaeti at with fellON studert & faculty' artists
T re program is structured ·arwnd inform aJ monthly' dinners accompanied by
presentations crexeurskns. Presentatiors may: be given bV faculty members, '
MIT artists -ln-resldence, fellowsludents or Baiton-area artists

. pplic ';..tion f rm · are a .ailable at 3-234 and E:15-205
···onda .•- Frida ...·9: Oarn _·S:Oppm
F. r m ore inf rmati ~n
II ··-4
··5 r email cohen·@media.mitedLt
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POLICE LOG
,

,

The following incidents were reported to the MIT Campus Police between January 30 February J J. This summary contains most incidents reported to Campus Police but does not
include incidents such as: medical shuttles, ambulance transfers. false alarms. generals service calls, etc.
Jan. 30: Tang Hall. noise complaint; Bldg. I. homeless person sleeping in restroom,
assisted to shelter; Ames St. check and inquiry. person issued trespass warning.
Jan .. 31: Student Center, hack, banner hung from roof; Lobby 7, 4 drop posters were
stolen; duPont Gym, 1) Angel Mateo arrested for trespassing; 2) check and inquiry of individual and trespass warning issued; Bldg. 4, computer stolen $6.398; Student Center. 1) wallet stolen, $50; 2) wallet stolen $40; 3) document safe stolen; Bldg. 6, DVD player stolen
$900; Burton, suspicious activity.
Feb. 1: DuPont women's locker room, ill stolen; Baker House, report of suspicious
person seen in area about time of victims laptop computer stolen $2,000; also stolen from
Baker, camera stolen $50; backpack, unknown value; watch $100, sunglasses $200; cellphone $100; CD discman, unknown value, wallet, cell phone and key value unknown;
Next House, Sega game $400; Student Center, I) malicious damage to door; 2) suspicious
person, checked out okay; McCormick, I) harassment. unwanted guest; 2) suspicious
activity by former boyfriend; Memorial Dr.' assist State Police with truck stuck under
bridge.
Feb. 2: Westgate, 1) vehicle .stolen from Brockton recovered; 2) attempted larceny of an
Acura; East Lot, number plate stolen from vehicle; Bldg. NW22, homeless person sleeping
on heating duct, sent to .shelter; Westgate, complaint of bus idling on Audrey St., Charles
River, assist State Police with report of person walking on ice; Bldg. 48, report of person
yelling, area checks out okay; MacGregor, report of suspicious person ..
Feb. 3: Bldg. 66, backpack stolen $95,; DuPont men's locker room, $80 cash stolen from
wallet; Student Center, wallet stolen containing credit cards and $60 cash; Next House.
Michael Haygood taken into custody on an outstanding warrant; Landsdown St. assist Cambridge Police with a vehicle accident; Memorial Dr. report of suspicious person looking into
vehicle, same issued trespass warning; Rockwell cage, person refusing to leave, same left
. area prior to MIT Police arrival.
Feb. 4: MacGregor, report of suspicious person resulted in the arrest of Thomas Colon
for. trespassing and other related charges; Bldg. 35, suspicious activity; Bldg. 12, VCR stolen
$400; DuPont, locker broken into although nothing taken; Bldg. E60, suspicious persons
".

attempting to sell collectibles, issued trespass warning; Bldg. 56, two radios stolen $800;
Mass. Ave. assist Cambridge Police with vehicle and pedestrian accident; Memorial Dr.
assist State Police with accident involving hit and run with persons injured; Bldg. E52, suspicious persons.
Feb. S: Senior House, noise complaint; Eastgate, report of possible, domestic. discovered
to be a birthday party; Memorial and Audrey St. homeless person transported to hospital;
assist State Police, Memorial Dr. with vehicle accident; Charles River. report of people on
ice; Safekide, report of daily planner left behind, same recovered later.
Feb'. 6: Baker House. report of suspicious person in building; Kresge, harassment; Burton, camcorder stolen $400; Bldg. 10. report of suspicious activity. same discovered to be
resin used by jugglers; Alumni Pool. person won't comply with closing time.
Feb. 7: Bldg. EI0. suspicious package. same contained books; Bldg. E18. student problem; Bldg. 12. wallet stolen containingcash
arid credit cards $15; Bldg. 56. wallet stolen
. $150; Next House, suspicious person trying doors; CRA lot, check and inquiry of vehicle.
checks out okay; W32, check and inquiry of vehicle. checks out okay; Bldg. E25. suspicious
person report.
.
Feb. 8: Bldg. 56, desk broken into and keys and computer hard drive stolen $200; Bldg.
35. suspicious person; several vending machines in main group and East campus broken
into; assist Lexington Police in locating an individual; Bldg. W31, suspicious phone call;
Student Center. group of youths running around; Ames St., Scott Malaskiewicz and Larisa
McGeer taken into custody on outstanding warrants.
Feb. 9: Pacific and Landsdown Streets. assist Cambridge Police with unresponsive person; Bldg. 9. I) report of suspicious person and $15 cash missing from wallet; 2) report of
suspicious person. same checked out okay; Bldg. 2. lab explosion and two people injured;
Baker. report of suspicious person; Bldg. 2. Peter Bassney and Claudio Arellano arrested for
lewd behavior.
Feb. 10: Bldg. E17, Felipe Hernandez arrested for breaking and entering and other related charges; Student Center. check and inquiry; Bldg. 16, suspicious person; Bldg. E39, suspicious person. trespass warning issued; PIKA, bicycle stolen $1,300 .
Feb. 11: Bldg. 26. homeless person. directed to shelter; Ashdown, curtains stolen. $500;
MacGregor. missing student. same later located; Bldg. 68. balance stolen $400; Bldg.
WW15, suspicious activity, same checked out okay; Macfiregor, suspicious person, unable
to locate; Mass. and Memorial Dr.•check and inquiry. trespass warning issued.
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G 0 ps Differ in Service Usage
By

aveen Sunkavally

EWS DfRECTOR

MIT is anything but a typical
university in nearly every regard.
Still, MIT students tend to mirror
national trends when it comes to
those who seek mental health services and their reasons for doing so.
omen more likely to eek help
ational statistics show that
women are more likely than men to
utilize mental health services. This
does not necessarily mean that
women are more likely than men to.
have psychological or psychiatric
problems, but simply
that "women are
more ready to seek
'The
out help," according
to Peter Reich, chief
of mental health at
the MIT Medical
Center.
In
addition,
women may have
gender-specific
problems that they
are more comfortable discussing with a female counselor. For instance, sexual assault
and rape are usually issues which
demand female counselors.
"Women use more women services," Reich said, though men are
equally likely to see female or male
counselors.
At MIT, the percentage of
women in. the community has
increased dramatically over the last
decade. Forty-seven percen of the
class of 2002 is female, in contrast .
to the class of 1987, which was only.
38 percent female and had proportionally more women than any other
class from the founding of the Institute until 1995. This increase in the
number of female students even
prompted Chancellor Lawrence S.
Bacow '72, in his "Design of the'
Residence System," to encourage
fraternities to turn co-educational:

uate students, including substantial
renovations to Building NW 30 and
the long-planned dormitory at
Albany and Pacific Streets.

The increase in women at MIT,
coupled with the fact that women
often want to talk to other women,
may explain why MIT has more
female than male counselors; three
of MIT's four counseling deans are
women.

Differences over background
Although students of all backgrounds seek out mental help, students' attitude towards mental
health might vary depending on
their upbringing.
''The shame element might come
in in a lot of cultures, including
African cultures ... American people are the only people who aren't
hit by the stigma [of seeing a counselor], but even then you find people
who are proud," Mthembu said. "I
regard [the pride of MIT students]
as a given, and am pleasantly surprised when they are open to talking
and seeing a doctor."
"The tradition of therapy is not .
as common in other countries,"
Reich said, referring to foreign students and ethnic subgroups. "When
parents come in or call to make
inquiries, I have to say, 'We can't
discuss this with you,'" Reich said.

Undergrads, grad students differ
In general, older students are
more likely to seek out psychological support services than younger
students. "Interestingly, the least
utilization is by the freshmen,"
Reich said.
Graduate students are more likely to have problems
stemming from relationships and spouses. At MIT, graduate
students tend to be
is
more socially isolated because so much
of their academic
and social lives are
centered around one
department,
and
sometimes even one
lab or professor,
according to Counseling Dean
Ayida Mthembu.
Graduate students are also "subject to pressures to be productive
contributors, to do good research,
and meet the expectations of advisors," said Counseling Dean Arnold
Henderson.
Reich also attributed
the
increased use of mental health services by graduate students to the
fact that graduate students do not
have the residential support system
that undergraduates have.
Although there are more graduate students than undergraduates at
MIT, the only housing MIT provides is in Ashdown House, Tang
Hall, Green Hall, Eastgate and
Westgate, the latter two of which
are for married students.
MIT has plans to create more onand near- campus housing for grad-

tradition
of therapy not
as common in
other countries. ".

-Peter Reich
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MORE IMPORTANT THA CLASS - Jimmy Chamberlin of The
Smashing Pumpkins signs a CD for a fan Thursday aftemoon
at the Newbury Street Tower Records. Dedicated fans skipped
school to get themselves an autographed copy of Smashing
Pumpkin's new album, MACHINA/the machines of god.

Seasonal changes bring stress
According to Reich, the .months .
that the Mental Health Department
at MIT are most busy are March, '
April, May, October, and Novem- .
ber. The beginning of December,
which corresponds to the final exam
period, is also busy. During these ~
months, Mental Health serves "significantly more" people than in
other months. Reich said it is hard
to speculate the reason that certain
months are more busy than others.
Leo Osgood, a former Dean on
Call for twelve years, said that the
calls .he received fluctuated with the
rhythm of the academic year. During periods of midterms or final;
.
exams, when students may find aca- '
demics aggravating their personal
problems, students are more likely
to seek out mental help.
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The Grants Program of the CO,uncil for theAris at MIJaccepts
applications for funding from MIT students, student g'raups, MllfaCUlty an,d$taff
All types 0,1 arts preposals are welcome
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The Coundl fer the Arts at MIT is a volunteer grcup of alumni and friends es1ablished 10
support the visual, literary, and performing arts at the Massadlusetts Institute of
Tedmclcgy.
SintE its founding in 1972 oy MIT President Jerome 8. Wiesner, the Council fr;lrthe Arts has
maintained its d1ar1ers1atement: "10 fester the arts at MIT
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Because any fool can go to Florida.
/

Spring Break in Iceland. As low as $399 for airfare and hotel. Plus,a tour to the exotic
Blue lagoon and a Reykjavik city card. And with glaciers, geysers, volcanoes,
. snowmobiling, hiking, naturally heated outdoor pools, and more bars and clubs
per person than anywhere on earth, what else could you ask for?

Discover our World.
Contact your travel agent, or calilcelandair Holidays at 1(800)779-2899.
Email: holidays@icelandair.is or visit our website at www.icelandair.com
Departures from BaltimorelWashington
(BWl), Boston (BOS) , Minneapolis/St. Paul (MSP), New York OFK), Orlando (MeO), and
Halifax (YHZ). Add $50 p.p. for departures from Minneapolis/St. Paul and Orlando. Prices are per person, double occupancy and
include round-trip transatlantic air, airport/hotel transfers, two nights hotel with breakfast, two-day tourist card, Blue Lagoon tour,
hotel tips and taxes. Airport taxes, approx. $67 per person, and personal travel insurance not Included. No refund for unused portion
of any package or service once travel has commenced. Other conditions may apply.
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rrest, from Page 1
January 26 and February 1.
uspects in the burglaries, according to CP reports, included a "male,
black, 6 feet 4 inches, with a large

Peter Singer
DeCamp Professor of Bioethics at Princeton University
author of

Animal Liberation and
A Darwinian Left:
Politics, Evolution, and Cooperation

pus dormitories.
Campus Police
build, 'huge,' no clothing description
available, but he did ask for a ciga- _ Chief Anne P. Glavin also ordered
CPs to meet with dormitory desk
rette."
workers to discuss security measures
In response to the larcenies, CPs
and called for some officers to patrol
had escalated patrols along Amherst
common living areas.
Avenue and throughout West Cam-

Steven M. Wise
Lecturer on Law at Harvard Law School and John Marshall Law School
author of

Rattling the Cage

WHAT IS A HEDGE FUND?
And why do CS grads and programmers
make great traders?!

March 9th, 2000
1:00 PM -3:00 PM
Norton Lecture Hall in the Fogg Museum
32 Quincy Street, Cambridge

Rattling the Cage makes stunningly clear our failure to recognize the fundamental
of animals in light of what we know about their intelligence and emotions.

Come arid speak with Mitchell L. Dong,
President of Chronos Asset Management, Inc.
about employment opportunities in

rights

HEDGE FUND TRADING

Animal liberation
has inspired a worldwide movement to argue that those who oppose
human suffering must also oppose the suffering of animals.
Join us for a passionate
advocates.

discussion

between

two of toda)t leading animal rights

-fh.

Sign up on Interview'Irak or call our offices for an interview.

I,

,:

Tickets are required but complimentary, and may be picked up at Harvard
Book Store.
1256 Mass. Ave. Cambridge

On Campus Interviews Tuesday, April

617-661-1515

www.harvard.com

Contact: Amanda Powers, Chronos Asset Management, Inc.
85 Hamilton Street, Cambridge, MA 02139
Phone 617-876-7500 or Email apowers@usdx.com

v,

Partial proceeds from book sales will be donated to The Great Ape Project.

•

MASSACHUSETTS
GENERAL HOSPITAL
HAS IT BEEN MORE THAN 3 MONTHS
SINCE YOUR LAST PERIOD?
• It may be related to your diet
As part of a research study:
• Free dietary assessment.
• Free hormonal evaluation
• Free body fat analysis

PeN

CALL KAREN MILLER, M.D.]

(617) 724-7388

MIT

Emile Bustanl Middle East
Seminarpre se n1S
Dr. Sulayman Khalaf
Visiting Sch alar, CMES
Haward ~ni\A! riS1¥

Tuesday, March 7, 2000
4:30 ~6:30 p.m.
E51-095
70 Me m aria I D rixe
Cam bridge
. OPEN TO THE' PUBLIC
Sponsote

d by 1be Ce nte r fOr /nte ma tione I Studie s;
Co-sponsote d by "Ii e fit! r-Uni~ rsi1Jt

Com m itle e on fit! matianal Migratian
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BRUNCH

Free Food

Live" Music
Good Conversation

'

IS

.

NIGHT

#1

of

.WIlo Wants to Win

(Jeea rI~

/I~.d«t

·a·~

V~

Friday, March 3. Doors open at 7 p.m,
. First 100 people through the door. are eligible to play.

IJA

A contest for smart people.

IJA Win a $100 gift certificate to Tower Records and 'a whole lot more.
IJA Introducing Larry Bacow as genius-in-residence-the ultimate lifeline,'
,

,

and Samuel Jay Keyser, reprising his Charm School role as WWW host.

IJA
MQ~E

Free all-you-can-eat popcorn and softdrinks

INFO AT HTTP://wEB.MIT.EDU/MUSE,UM

OR ASK MUSEUM@MIT.EDU

Supported by the Peter DeFlorez Fund/or Humor at MIT
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GABOR CSANYJ-THE
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Conductor Dante AnZoIlnl rehearses with the MIT Symphony Orchestra yesterday In preparation for their
concert on March 10

Th e Na.tion at fhn 9 an d Dan ea am piny
of IVtJzamti [J.J e p-esm15 an a ectri tyi ng
P'Dg"am af traditi m a' an t1i1otErn mnces.
Wth ri\lE!Ung chcre~raP1
, precise orarna tic. effects and tnJ nd ass en B'gy. "3[]
pnfessi rn aJ dancB's musi rian sand singars ca pure the s p rit of IVtJzamti que.
I

Pickup ticke
t E15-205,
-Ill .our
lid MIT rodent ID
Monda - Frida

:OQ m - 4 :OOpm
.

FRANK DAnEK-THE

TECH

HOLY lARCENY BATMAN - A lithograph of the Batcave ("Horne of Bruce Wayne and Dick Grayson" by
Mark Bennett) is missing from its location on the third floor of the Student Center and is presumed stolen.
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A Three-Day Insider's Look
into Management Consulting
for College Juniors
McKinsey & Company, a management consulting

\

\

firm with over 5,500 consultants

\ .,

in 80 offices in 42

countries, invites you to gain insight into the world
",

.,
\

of management

....~."

consulting.

This comprehensive

seminar, designed exclusively for college juniors, will

',..

cover a range of topics important to those who are
exploring career opportunities
consulting.

in management

The agenda will-include:

• An introduction

to consulting via case excercises

• Team-based problem solving exercises
• An interview workshop

McKinsey&Company
Programs will be held on
May 18...21 and August 24-27.
Locations are yet to be determined.
All expenses will be paid.
h t

p

t

l

//www.mckinsey.com/insightba

• Recreational,

team-building

activities

Applicants should be expecting to finish their
undergraduate degree in 2001. No business
experience is required.
All applications must be received by March 13.
Applicants will be notified by mid-April.
For more information and an application, visit our
web site at http://www.mckinsey.com/insightba
or
pick up a brochure from your career services office.
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Figure Skating Team
Starts Season Strong
By Joyance Meechal
TEAM MEMBER

The MIT figure skating team
began their competitive season on
the right foot by hosting a competition which included Cornell, Boston
University, Dartmouth, and national
figure skating powerhouse University of Delaware. The competition
consisted of freestyle, dance, individual, and team compulsory events
at the pre-intermediate through
senior Ievels.
Jaimee Dong G was the first to
compete for the MIT team and she
took second in the novice individual
compulsory which requires a double
lutz.
The novice team of Jodi Beggs
'00, Derek Bruening G, and Jaimee
Dong topped University
of
Delaware, to take first place in the

The

NoName
Restaurant

team compulsories.
Barb Cutler G and Bev Thurber
'01 took fourth and fifth respectively in the intermediate solo dance.
The pre-intermediate team of Barb
Cutler, Joyance Meechai '00, Amy
Strickert '01, and Bev Thurber won
second place in the team compulsories up from last year's seventh
place finish.
.
In spite of heavy snow the previous day, the competition had a great
turnout. Over thirty skaters from
Delaware made the seven hour trek
to Cambridge
In the end, all skaters found the
trip worth it. We witnessed triple
jumps from senior level skaters and
had fun on the ice. The MIT team is
hoping to keep it up at the Boston
University Invitational on March
25.

on Boston's Historic Waterfront
since 1917

Come Enjoy Our Traditional Seafood
Right on the Boston Waterfront.
We are the oldest restaurant in Boston
that has been under the same management.
We are reasonably priced,
with the young in mind.

One More Challenge
To Reach Nationals
Men's Fencing, from Page 28

and only eleven scored against him.
Van Diver, who finished second,
scored three of those touches
against Chadwick in his only loss.
An exuberant VanHorn finished
fourth to complete MIT foil's excellent day.
"I'm very proud of my team
right now," said a smiling coach
Jarek Koniusz.
New England fencing competition
In the tournament, MIT faced
eight other schools, including B.C.,
Brown, Dartmouth, Tufts and
UMass-Amherst. For each of the
three weapons (see inset), top three
fencers of each school faced each

There is Plenty of
Free Parking
available 7 days a week.

other, for a total of seventy two
bouts overall. The winner is determined by the total number of bouts
won. After the team competition,
the top four from the first strip,
three from the second, and two
from the third in each weapon are
chosen for an individual round
robin final.
MIT's post-season continues
with Inter Collegiate Fencing
Championships at Yale this weekend. This meet attracts many of the
country's strongest teams, including
Princeton, Columbia and St. John's.
The following weekend are Regionals, in which individual fencers
attempt to. qualify for NCAA
Nationals March 18-22nd at Stanford.

We; are located near the World Trade Center at 17 Fish Pier.

Takeout is also available

423-2705
Hours:

11:00 am - 10:00 pm, Monday through Saturday

<r.rPhere
the fish jump from the ocean into the frying

pan»

Springfleld Team Takes
Advantage of MIT
Gymnastics,

from Page 28

throat infection, and fellow senior
Robin Chiu filled in admirably with
a career best 8.55. The struggles
came to sophomore Cecile LeCocq
and.junior Sonja Ellefson who each
had to count a fall in their routine.
Nevertheless the team managed a
45.65 total. In narrow plank beam
event, the team posted it's highest
team total of the year led by Liz
Ellingson's 9.375 and Amy Shui's
9.175 as the MlT beam squad is
finally starting to find its rhythm.
MIT drops meet to Springfield
Sunday'S meet versus Springfield was a tale of two halves. MIT
started slowly on the bars followed
by vault. Captain Stephanie Cheng
stayed home sick and freshman
Caitlin Dwyer-McNally '03 was
rushed into the lineup to replace her
on bars. The entire bars lineup
struggled with their routines and
netted a 40.425 total, while Springfield scored 45,3 on the vault.
On vault for MIT, the woes continued as the vaulters seemed to be
in slow motion approach down the
runway. This would mark MIT's
fourth back-to-back meet scenario
in the past two years and each time,
the team responded with a better
meet the second day. MIT's vault
total was a 42.125 while Springfield
once again performed up their par
with a strong 45.85 effort.
Bad start turns around
The team seemed to reach deep
inside for whatever energy they had
left and put on a very strong floor
performance led again by Ellingson
(9.4), Wolf (9.0) and LeCocq
(9.175).
On beam, Robin Chiu led off
with her best routine of the year followed by first year students Caitlin

Fans

Dwyer-McNally and Wolf who also
put together great sets. Shui, Ellefson and Ellingson finished out the
meet with clean beam routines
rewarded with an 8.65, 9.5 and 9.3
respectively. In the meantime,
Springfield displayed reasons why
they will be at the top of the upcoming ECAC Championships at MIT
on March 11thoSpringfield won the
meet 182.45 to 171.425points

•

W. 11

Obstacles for gymnasts
In addition to school work, there
are more than a few nagging aches·
and pains in the gym holding back
the Tech gymnasts. This season of
injuries continues at MIT, as during
the week of practice, the team lost
junior Karla Maguire's services to a
dislocated toe due to an unforgiving
encounter with the low bar. Maguire
was not be able to participate in
either meet, and is questionable for
the final home meet against U-Mass
on March 4th.
The last dual meet of the year
will be this Saturday, March 4th
when MIT hosts U-Mass. U-Mass
has a former national team member
on their squad in Katie Teft who is
currently ranked third in the country
on bars. It will be an exciting event
to watch.
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Fencing Scorecard
Three Engineers Capture

Team

By Phil
iller
and Evan Efstathiou

MIT foil showed its power and
dominance that would mark the day
as it swept all three matches. Epee
took two out of three from a strong
Brown squad with two
CAA
ationaJ Qualifiers on it, and MIT
finished with six wins over Brown.

TEAM MEMBERS

On Sunday the men's fencing
team traveled to Boston College to
defend their New England Championship. By the end of a long day,
they defended their title
and accomplished more
by capturing both the
f\OOF;
overall trophy and the
best squad trophy. The
best
squad
award,
Vitale Trophy, hasn't
been won by MIT since
1980.
MIT was not given
the chance to ease into
the day, opening up
with Tufts. MIT, still
confident
from their
crushing 25-2 regular
MIT used this strong tart to proseason victory, took seven out of
pel it to a 23-4 record over Worcesnine bouts. Tufts rebounded after
ter Polytechnic Institute, Universtiy
this to finish third overall,
an
of ew Hampshire and Dartmouth.
impressive feat for a club team in
At the same time, however, Boston
CAA varsity competition
College was racking up victories
MIT smites opponents one by one
and remained three ahead of the
Engineers. Going into their sixth
Tough rival Brown was next up.
round of battle, MIT and Boston
MIT and Brown had split the season
College faced off.
matches, but MIT proved that it had
Sabrists Rafael Bras '02 and Phil
spent the interim more effectively.
Miller '0 I both claimed quick victoAfter a rough start in sabre (1-2),

'The

Ties to open. They were followed by
a tough epee victory by A strip eal
Devaraj '02: MIT was pulled into a
tie as foilists Oliver Chadwick '02,
Ben Van Diver '00 and Andre Van
Horn '0 I brushed off their very
motivated Boston College counterparts.
Captain Evan Efstathiou '00, who was
holding'the team togeth-

conterence was stranger th·1JS year,
and we had to coer come some serious
losses to injury and graduation. Our
team trained hard and put their minds
. to thei t ..
nd i: id .e»
in
r ra'tn'tng,a 't pa 0.11.

- Coach Jarek Koniusz

'The Olympic sport of fencing is comprised of three weapons: foil,
'epee~ and sabre. All are (enced on a long rectan~
strip" an() eJectron:ic
scoring aids are normally used to 8S$i$t in the 4eteCtion Qf touches.

Foil:
Descended from the 18th century small swo~ the foil has a ttun.
JIexibJe blade with a square cross-section and a small bell gtiartl Toucbes, are scored with the poit)t on the torso {)f the opponent, includhlg the
groin "and back. Foil technique emphasizes strong defense and the.killiIlg
attaektothe ~.

er and fencing
well
despite a painful pulled
muscle, called in the
team. "There are two
schools left between us
and that title. That's
eighteen
victories.
I
want to see those eigh. teen victories so we can
walk out ofB.C.'s home
as New England Cham-

pions."
The final two schools in MIT's
path were Boston University and
UMass-Amherst. Both had claimed
a number of wins in their meets
with MIT earlier in the season. They
were unable, however, to overcome
the barrage of energy and skill that
MIT brought on them. Inspired by
Efstathiou's toughness and performance, MIT. claimed all eighteen,
finishing
the day with a 60-12
record.
In addition to being Champions,
MIT foil won the Vitale trophy for
the best overall record of 23-1. Not
far behind was MIT Sabre and its
20-4 record that helped it lay claim
to the second best sabre squad. And,
perhaps most impressively was the
epee sqaud of Devaraj, Cheng Pei
'03 and Paul Thordarsen '01 which
took second best epee squad with a
17- 7 record in their first year as
starters. Individually, foilists Van
Diver (B Strip) and Van Hom (C
Strip) and sabrist Miller (B strip)
compiled perfect 8-0 records for the
tournament.
MIT takes three of top four individuals
MIT's success carried over to the
individual competition, where eight
of their nine starters qualified to
fence. Chadiwck continued to display his skill and grace as he swept
the foil pool with forty touches for
Men's Fencing, Page 27

Women

Men

.E. Fencing Championship. Titles

Overall - 1st place
Foil - 1st [Vitale Trophy]
Sabre - 2nd place
Epee - 2nd place

Team
Overall - 2nd place
Foil - 2nd place
Sabre - 1st place
Epee - 2nd place

Individual

Individual

Foil
Oliver Chadwick,
N.E. foil champion
Ben Van Diver, 2nd
Andre Van Hom, 4th

FoB
Dianne Allen,
N.E. foil champion

Sabre
Evan Efstathiou, 3rd
Phil Miller, 4th
Rafael Bras, 7th

Sabre
Caroline Purcell,
N.E. sabre champion
Caprice Gray, 3rd
Jen Mckeehan, 5th

Epee
Epee
Neal Devaraj,4th
Paul Thordarson, 6th

Sylwia Daniszewska, 5th
Jessica Sandland, 6th

Women Settle for 2nd
Place But TaRe Titles
By Jade Joan· Hon
TEAMMEMBER

The women's varsity fencing
team fought hard this weekend to
retake their title as New England
Champions, which they shared last.
year with Tufts. While the women
defeated each school on a school per
school basis, the title is awarded to
the team with the most VIctories.
The Engineers lost to Brown by a
mere two victories.
While the women were disappointed with only a second place
team finish overall in the New England Championships,
they performed well: both the foil and epee
squads. took second place in overall
squad performance.
The sabre
squad, which is new to NCAA
fencing this year, finished in first
place.
In the individual competition,
MIT took
many
awards.
In
women's epee, both Jessica Sandland G and Sylwia Daniszewska

'00 advanced and placed sixth and'
fifth respectively. In women's foil,
captain Dianne Allen 'Oland
teammate
Danielle
Morse '02
advanced. Morse took 7th, whereas
Allen went undefeated to win the
individual
competition,
a prize
which has not been won by an MIT
women's foilist in at two decades.
In women's
sabre, all three
fencers advanced to the individual
round with Jennifer McKeeh an '01
placing 5th, Caprice Gray '00 placing 3rd, and Caroline Purcell '02 .
also going undefeated and winning
the first place title.
Overall the MIT women's fencing team had a bittersweet day at
Smith, which turned out more sweet
than bitter as the day progressed,
especially with the excellent individual results. "We were a little
sluggish at the beginning of the day,
but I've never seen such fantastic
individual
results at New England's," said Dianne Allen.

Back-to-back Weekend
Exhausts Gymnastics
. By Eduardo Ovalle
HEAD COACH

By all accounts, this was the
toughest weekend of the year for the
women's
gymnastics
team. Last
Saturday, the team lost at duel meet
a duel meet against University of
Vermont at Montpielier. The next
day after returning home from a
eight hour found-trip drive, the team
hopped in another van on Sunday to
face the number one ranked Division-III team, Springfield
where
they again were defeated.
MIT drops meet to UVM
MIT lost the UVM meet 176 to
183.50, but posted it's highest total
of the season and nearly broke the
team's NCGA record.
First year student Lindsey Wolf
started the meet off on bars for MIT

on Saturday with a clean routine for
a 7.25. The rest of the line-up followed with well swung bar routines
capped off by Amy Shui's '02 8.75
and Sonja Ellefson's '01 9.55 which
netted a team total of 41.55.
The momentum continued on the
vault as the team nearly equaled its
highest total of the year by posting a
44.45 aided by Wolfs 9.075 handspring front tuck. At the half-way
mark, MIT was trailing DVM, 86.00
to 89.85 points.
MIT moved to the floor routines
where some shined and some struggled. Shinning brightest was junior
Liz Ellingson's '01 9.5 effort along
with Lindsey Wolf's 9.3 and Amy
Shuis
9.05. Captain Stephanie
Cheng '00 had to sit out with a
Gymnastics,
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UPCOMING HOME EVENTS
Saturday,

March 4

Women's Gymnastics vs. UMass, 2:00 p.m.
Monday,

STEFAN

March 6

Men's Volleyball vs. Columbia Union College,

5:00 p.m.

MIT CCH:aptaln Mark Hlsted G hits over a late block from Division I Sacred Heart's
and Matt Snyder. MIT lost the match 7-1.5, 1.5-1.0, 9-1.5, and 12-15.
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Brian Cotte
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